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A BST RA CT 

This report summarizes the results of a Hq USAF 
survey (SCN 7l-28) on the existence of radioactive 
waste disposal sites at USAF installations. General 
recommendations concerning these sites, formulated 
by the USAF Radioisotope Committee, arc presented, 
as well as individual recommendations for each 
installation reporting the presence of such a site. 

' This report was prepared by a special 
subcommittee of the USAF Radioisotope Committee, 
consisting of Major Victor C. Furtado, Captain 
David IC Case, and Captain Joseph R. Stencel. The 
subcommittee is grateful for the cooperation received 
from many individuals at both Major Command and 
base levels. In particular, we acknowledge the 
assistance provided by Captain Thomas Jones, USAF, 
at the Defense Nuclear Agency, Kirtland AFB, in 
investigating the former Atomic Energy Commission 
sites now under Air Force control. 
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Burial of Radioactive Waste in the USAF 

I. Introduction 

A. In the early 1950's, it was common practice in the United States 
Air Force to bury radioactive waste. This was merely a reflection of the 

AEC policy of those times. A technical order (T.O. 00-110A-l) specified .  
procedures to be followed, including identification of the burial ::ite 
location on appropriate maps and fencing to prevent entry of unauthorized 

personnel (reference Appendix A). Although a wide range of raiioactive 
materials was buried throughout the Air Force, a majority of 1.1,e waste 
volume could be divided into three categories. The first was electron 
tubes containing small amounts of radioisotopes. These items were used 
under the terms of a general license issued by the Atomic Ener ;  y • 
Commission. The second category was low-level wastes generated in 
nuclear weapons maintenance operations. The last category war; 
radioactive self-luminous instrument dials, usually containing radium. 

B. In the period 1958-59, several important changes occurred. The 
general authority to bury radioactive wastes was deleted from T.O. 
00-11 -1. Instead, the Air Force converted to a contractor dhiposal 

system, as outlined in T.O. 00-110N-2. The alternative of burial still 
existed, but only with the permission of the USAF Radioisotop,  Committee. 

It is important to note that, when the authority to bury was deleted from 
T.O. 00-11QA-1, no instructions were provided for maintaining the 
existing burial sites and their associated records. Finally, thc AEG 
agreed with an Air Force proposal to treat radioactive electron tubes as 

normal waste, with the restriction that such tubes would not be 

accumulated. The result of these changes was a general closing down of 
Air Force burial operations, although isolated cases of unauthorized 

burials probably occurred for several more years. 

C. Current AEC policy on radioactive waste disposal is detailed in 

its Rules and Regulations, Title 10, Chapter I, Code of Federal 

Regulations. The pertinent sections (Parts 20. 301 - 20. 305) were 
published in 1960. The specific paragraph covering burial (20.304) 

permits burial of licensed material, but restricts the amount 1>nried, the 
depth and location of the burial site, and the number of burials in one year. 

(Reference Appendix B.) 

D. Current Air Force policy is more conservative than the AEC 

burial regulations. The USAF Radioisotope Committee decided, that, 

since the AEC burial restrictions were difficult: to enforce, it: would be • 

       

  
    

             
  

  

              
  

           
           

           
           
              

           
          
           

           
        

       

          
           

              

  

   

  

 

           
               

              
             

          
             
           

             
          

       

           

           
            

          
           

                

    

           
           

             

 

  

  
 

    

 



lafer to continue using contractor disposal facilities. During the 1960's 
the Committee, on several occasions, did approve one-time burial of 
special wastes. However, the Committee's current policy is to 
disapprove virtually all routine burial requests, since it is the consensus 
of the Committee that current national concern over the pollution of the 
environment dictates a conservative policy in the management of 
radioactive wastes. 

E. In 1970 it became increasingly apparent that the records covering 
ch disposal site were gradually being lost. In some cases, because of 

transfer of personnel and disposal of records, current Base Civil 
Engineering personnel were completely unaware of the existence of a 
burial site at their installation. In keeping with a continuing responsibility 
foi radiological safety, it became imperative that the location and 
condition of existing burial sites be identified and recorded. 

F. Accordingly, a Hq USAF survey letter (Radioactive Waste 
Disposal, Hq USAF SCN 71-28, 19 Feb 71) was sent to all major 
commands. (Reference Appendix C.) It directed that all existing burial 
sites should be identified in the Base Master Plan (Tab C-1), and that 
certain details concerning construction and utilization of the site be 

forwarded to the USAF Radioisotope Committee, which would subsequently 
make recommendations on the maintenance of the sites. This report will 
summarize the survey returns, and make recommendations where 
appropriate. 

II The Survey (Hq USAF SCN 71-28) 

A. The original survey letter went to all Major Commands. Most 
commands forwarded the letter to their individual bases, with appropriate 
instructions. The individual base replies varied greatly in the details of 
submission. As a result, a large follow-up effort was required. In the 
case of several bases (see Section IV), the action was not completed when 
this report was prepared. This section will provide a brief summary of 
the responses. A more detailed report of the positive responses will be 
found in Section LV. 

B. Replies were received from 136 USAF installations. Of these, 46 
were classed as "positive." A positive reply is one which indicates that 
either radioactive waste burial did in fact occur, or that a burial site 
exists or existed. In the latter cases, it may not be possible to determine 

if the burial sites were ever used. 

          
          

           
           

            
         

    

           
             

          
          

           
            

            

         
             

          
             

          
         

           
        

  

       

             
          

           
             

             
            

             
    

           
             
              

   
               

        

 

  

  

  

   

 
 

   

 

   
  

  

 

    

     

 
 

  

  

  

 
  

  
  

  



G. If we consider replies from installations in the 50 states, 45 of 
108 were positive. Only 1 of 28 foreign replies were positive. Tables I 
and II list the positive and negative replies, while Figure I presents a 
breakdown by Major Command. 

D. Please note that the above summary does not include responses 
from USAF installations in Europe. IN USAFE/DEMU submitted a 
negative reply for the entire command. 

Ili Recommendations 

A. This section will discuss, in general terms, the USAF 
Radioisotope Committee's recommendations concerning radioactive waste 
burial sites in the USAF. Specific recommendations for individual 
installations are given in Section IV. 

13. The USAF Radioisotope Committee considers the optimum 
solution to be removal of all buried radioactive waste, with subsequent 

disposal through a licensed contractor. However, the Committee must 
consider the feasibility of disinterment in the light of such factors as the 
present conditions of the site, anticipated volume of waste to be shipped,. 
and how precisely the site location is known. In all cases where the 
Committee has recommended disinterment, the location of the site is 
clearly marked and the cost of removal is estimated to be moderate 
i.e. , less than $1, 000). In some cases, the Committee feels that, while 

disinterment is desirable, the higher costs involved would require 

advance budgeting and funding. (Reference Section IV, Randolph .AF13, 
Robins AFT.l, and McGuire AFD.) The Committee has prepared, as a 
guideline, a set of Health Physics precautions to be observed during 

- Idisinterment operations. (Sec Appendix D.) 

C. In cases where removal is not recommended, the Committee's 
•recommendations reflect the need for the following: 

1. Site, location must be permanently marked on Base . Master 
Plan, Tab C-1,'and clearly marked as a "radioactive" waste site. 

Z. All sites must have warning signs. Wording is optional, but .  
as a minimum, should include the words, "Caution - Radioactive." It' 
is desirable for the sign to be of standard colors, with the standard 

radiation warning symbol. [Referring to MIL-STD-595, the background 
should he yellow (Standard color chip No. 23655) and the symbol should 

  

             
             
             

     

           
         

      

  

          
      

         
       

         
           
         
             

            
             

          
            

             
           

         
           

           

        

          
      

  

  

  
 

          
             

 

            

           
             

        
            

 



TABLE I - Positive Responses 

Altus AFB 
Andrews AFB 
Barksdale APB 
Bergstrom AFB 
Carswell A VB 
Columbus AFB 
Craig AFIS 
Davis-Lionthan AFB 
Eglin KFB 
Ellsworth AFB 
Elmendoif AFB 
England AFB 
Fairchild AFB 
George AFB 
Hamilton AFB 
Holloman AFB 
Johnston Atoll AFB 
Keesler AFB 
Kelly AFB 
Kincheloe AFB 
Kirtland AFB 
Lackland AFB 
Laredo AFB 

Loring AFB 
Lowry AFB 
Luke AFB 
McCoy AFB 
McGuire AFB 
Moody AFB 
Mountain Home AFB 
Nellis AFB 
Patrick AFB 
Perrin AFB 
Randolph A FB 
Richards-Gebaur AFB 
Robins AFB 
Scott AFB 
Sheppard AFB 
Sundance AFS 
Tinker AFB 
Travis AFB 
Vandenberg AFB 
Westover AFB 
Whiteman A FB 
Williams AFB 
Wright-Patterson AFB 

     

 

 

 

  

  
 

     

  
  

  
  

  
  

    
  

  
  
  

  
  

  
  
  

   
  

  
  

  
   

  

 

  
  

  
  

  
  

   
  

  
  

  
   

  
  

  
   

  
  

  
  
   

  

  

    
    

   

   

  

 

  
 

      
   

   

      
      

         
  

   

  
   

   

 
  

  



TABLE II Negative ReSpOnscr. 

Acro Chart & Info Ctr 
AF Acctg & Fiii Ctr 
A lbrook AFB 
Anderson AFB 
A mold Eng Dcv Ctr 

Beale AFB 
Bien Hoa AB 
Blytheville AFI3 
Bolling AFB 
Brooks AFB 
Cam Ranh Bay AB 
Cannon AFB 
Castle Awn 
Chanute ATB 
Charleston AFI3 
Ching Chuan Kang AB 
Clark AB 
Da Nang Aprt 
Don Muang Aprt 
Dover AFB 
Duluth Int Aprt 
Dycss AFB 

'Edwards AFB 
Eielson AFB 
Ent A FB 
F. E. Warren AFB 
Forbes .AFI3 
Goodfellow A FB 
Goose AB 
Grand Forks AFB 
Griffis AFB 
Grissom AFB 
Gunter AFB 
Hancock Field 
Hill AFB 
Homestead AFB 
Howard AFB 
Kadcna AB 
Kingsley Field 
Korat AB 
K.I. Sawyer A FB 
Kunsan AB 

Lagos Field 

Langley AFB  
Laughlin AFB  

L. G. I is T1';COTT1 Field 
Little Rock AFD 
Lockbourne A FB 
Los Angeles AFS 
MacDill A Fll 
Malmstron) AFB 
March AFI3 
Mather A FT3 
Maxwell A FB 
McChord AFB 
McClellan AFB 
McConnell A FB 
Minot A FB 
Misawa A B 
Myrtle Beach AFB 
Naha AB 
Nakhon Phanom Aprt 
Niagara Falls. Int Aprt 
Norton AFT3 
Offutt. AFB 
Osan A 13 
Otis A FB 
Pease AFB 
Peterson Field 
Phan Rang AB 
Phu Cat AB 
Plattsburgh AFB 
Pope A F13 
Ramey AFI3 
Reese AFB 
Selfridge AFT3 
Seymour Johnson AFB 
Sonderstrom AB 
Shaw AFB 
Tainan AB 
Taipei AS 
Thule AB 
Tan Son Nhut A fld 
Tyndall A 
Ubon A fld 
Udorn A fid 
USAF Academy 
Vance AFB 

Webb A FB 
wurtsty,ith A FB 

Note: No individual responses from TISAFF.:. 
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FIGURE I: Distribution of Replies, By Major Con-inland 



be magenta (Standard color chip No. 27142); lettering should be block 
type in black. 3 If the site is fenced, signs must be posted. 	on at least 
two sides, but signs posted on four sides would be preferable. 

3. Existing fenced enclosures should be maintained in good 
condition (periodic inspection, painting, brush removal, repairing breaks, 
etl:.). 

4. Fenced enclosures must be locked! 

D. A major proillem that i!emains unresolved is retired and/or 
inactive USAF installAtions. !Many installations that were active during 
the period when Tadibactive V.4ste burial was permitted arc no longer 
used. As a result, there wai no direct way to determine if burial sites 
ever existed. A list of 23 such installations was sent to Hq USAF/PREES 
for research in the permanent master records, but no trace of radioactive 
burial sites was found. (See Appendix E for a partial list of retired 
bases in the ZI.) The Committee is not satisfied with this negative reply. 
This survey has provided ample evidence that examination of Base 

Master Plans is a poor method of searching for radioactive waste sites. 
AlthotIgh this Committee cannot now offer a reasonable alternative course,. 

it still considers the question to be of considerable importance, since in 
many cases the installations have been returned to civilian control. 

E. It is possible that some of the 46 bases reporting burial sites will 
be inactivated in the future. To prevent their return to civilian control 
without some consideration of the radioactive contamination, the USAF. 
Radioisotope Committee recommends that AFR 87-4, Disposal of Real 
Property, be appropriately amended to consider such contamination. At 
present, paragraph 7 of this regulation refers only to explosive 
ordnance disposal, but it could easily be expanded to cover radioactive 
waste disposal. Furthermore, paragraph 111, Site Restoration, could 
include a reference to radioactive decontamination. The only reference to 
radioactive material in the current regulation is in paragraph 1 of 
Attachment I thereto. 

F. Nine of the bases covered in Section IV arc grouped as "former 	 

AEC sites" (sec Appendix F). This refers to the high security 
installations built by the Atomic Energy Commission after World War II to 
store and maintain nuclear weapons. Since the maintenance procedures • 
could generate varying amounts of low-level radioactive wastes, the 

facilities usually had both trenches for dry waste burial and large tanks 

for interim storage of liquid wastes. The AEC relinquished control of 

           
                

           

          
          

  

      

          
         

           
             

              
            

             
             

           
            

              
            

             

              
            

              
               

         
          
           

        
          

              
   

 

 

 

                  
              

              
          
           

            

            

 



these facilities around 1961-62. Radioactive waste disposal had tapered 
off as the introduction of sealed pit weapons eliminated the waste-
generating maintenance activities. The Committee requested water 

samples from all liquid waste tanks. To date, all samples ha.vc been 

essentially negative. However, because of the inclement winter weather, 
many samples have not yet been collected. • 

. 
YrE— A I 

G. In several instances, the existence of radioactive waste burial 
sites: involves either classified or sensitive information. All material in 
ii'3 report is unclassified. A separate classified lever will be prepared 

Cor lig USAF iSGPAAP, to report the nature of these sites and this 
Committee's recommendations. 

IV 	Po s itivc Replies 

This section will include a brief summary or rich positive reply. 
While much supporting material has been omitted, thr,  pertinent points 

will be covered. i  An even more limited summary is presented in tabular 
furor at the end of this section (Tables Illa, 11Th and inc). Recommenda-
tions are listed in order of priority (i.e., if recommendation No. I is 

disapproved, consider No. Z as an alternative). 

Altus AFB 

A 100' x 100P fenced site, at the eastern ecir,o- t,f the base. six 

markers indicate separate burial sites. A civilian employee remembers 

burial of 5-gallon cans at depth of about 10 feet. Signs exist, but are 

badly deteriorated. 

Recommendations: 

1. Disinter buried cans, dispose as per T.O. 00-110N-2; 

rerricive fence. 
.5 

2. Replace ,warning signs and schedule regular site inspections. 

Andrews AFTt 

A 25' x 30' fenced site, at southern end of base. Civilian 

employees recall burial of 5 or 6 concrete containers containing 
radioactive tubes and dials, at a minimum depth of two feet. Exact 

burial sites not marked, nor are warning signs posted. 

Frank
Highlight



Recommendations: 

1. Remove fence, excavate entire site to depth of 3 feet. If 
concrete containers are found, dispose of them intact, as per 
T.O. 00-110N-2. If containers are not found, replace earth fill, post 
warning signs, and maintain. 

Post warning signs and ochedule regular site inspections. 

Barksdale AFB 

A former AEC facility, with one dry waste and two wet waste 
sites reported. A fourth site reportedly contains contaminated debris 
from a crashed G-124. No further details provided. 

Recommendation: None at this time. Awaiting response to 
follow-up inquiry dated 17 Nov 71. (See page 21 below. 

Bergstrom AFB  

Three cast iron pipe wells 20' deep, one pipe 12" diameter, 
two pipes 20" diameter. Top of wells capped with 4" concrete. No 
record of actual disposal of radioactive waste. No fence or signs. 

Recommendations: 

1. Remove all three pipes; dispose of contents as per 
T . O. 00- 110N-2. 

2. Post warning signs at each pipe. Schedule regular site 
inspections. 

Carswell AFB  

A 10'•x 20' site in ordnance storage area west of base.. Three 
12" diameter cast iron pipes,• 18' deep, capped 1' of above grade with 
steel plates welded to pipe. No information on contents. Site fenced,' 
but no caution signs. 

Recommendations: 

Remove pipes, dispose of contents as per T.O. 00- 110N 

2. Post caution signs; permanently annotate Base Master PI:1n, 
Tab C-1. 

  

            
          

                
     

         

  

            
         
        

        
           

   

            
            

            

  

          
   

          
 

  

             
             

           
     

     

              

         

  

   

 

  

   

  

 

   

 
  

 



Columbus AFB 

A slit trench was used to bury electron tubes, luminous dials, 
and aircraft air filters under five feet of earth. Precise location not 
now known. No fence or sign. 

Recommendation: Post warning sign. 

Craig AFB  

A 6' x 6' fenced site on western edge of base. A 24" diameter 
concrete pipe, 12' deep. No record of contents; no warning sign. Base 
requested permission to remove. 

Recommendation: Remove pipe; dispose of contents as per 
T.O. 00-110N-2. 

Davis-Monthan AFB  

A 201  x 20' fenced site in southeastern part of base. Four 12" 
cast iron pipes, 18' deep. "No Trespassing" sign posted. Contents 

reported as electron tubes. 

Recommendations: 

1. Remove pipes; dispose of contents as per T.O. 00-110N-2. 

2. Post appropriate sign; schedule regular site inspections. 

Eglin AFB  

There arc six separate burial sites. The first three are on 
isolated test ranges. One, loCated near test area C-80A, contains 0.8 
pounds of depleted uranium in the form of expended 20mm flechettes. 
A second, located near test area 64, contains 0.3 pounds of depleted 

uranium in the form of expended 30rrim rounds. The third site, located 
near test area C-64A , contains 5 pounds of depleted uranium in the form 
of expended 20mm flechettes. 

Of the three remaining sites, two also contain depleted uranium. 
The first is in the base sanitary land fill, in an unspecified location. A 

steel target plate for uranium ordnance is buried here. The second is a 

firing range backstop near Building 420 containing 3 pounds of expended 
uranium ammunition. 

l0 

  

           
            
      

    

     

   
           

            
    

           
    

  

  
           

           
    

 

          

        

  

           
           

           
            

            
             

    

          
              
             
           

  

 

 

  

  

 

  

 
  

  

  

     

  

   
 

  

    
   

    

  
  

 

   

  

   

  

  



The final site, in test. area G-741, contains zinc-65 from marked 
-Millets deflected into a trench 30' long by 8' deep. A total of 115 
miLicuries was buried in March 1960. Because of radioactive decay, 

'less than 1 microcurie now remains. 

Recommendation: None. 

Ellsworth AFB 

A former AEC facility. There arc five liquid waste tanks (3 at 
1000 gallons, 1 - 1500 gallons, and 1 - 5000 gallons), all fenced except 
for the 5000 gallon tank. There arc two dry waste facilities, both fenced. 
All facilities under ground. 

Recommendation: None at this time. Base has not yet 
responded to follow-up inquiry dated 17 Nov 71. (See page 21 below. 

Elmendo rf AFB 

A 150-square foot area, used for one-time burial of unspecified 
number of 55-gallon drums in 1955-56. Contents unknown. Buried 5-7 
feet, covered with about 4" of concrete. Barbed wire fence, with warning 
signs. 

Recommendations: 

1. Excavate and remove 55-gallon drums; repack contents for 
disposal as per T.O. 00-110N-2. 

Z. Schedule regular site inspections (in season) to insure integrity 
of fence and legibility of warning signs. 

England A FB  

Two burial sites used in past, but method of burial and contents 
of containers not known. Current GE Work Order will erect 4' fence 
(with gate, lock, and signs) around both sites. One will be 20' x 20' 
the second 50' x 50'. 

Recommendation: Providing that fence and signs are erected as 

planned, only periodic site inspections required. Confirm that Base 

Master Plan, Tab G- I, is permanently annotated. 

11 

           
               

           
      

  

  

             
            

               

          
            

  

           
          

            

 

        

             

  

  

 

      

 
          

       

   

            
             

 

               
     

         

         

         

 

   

 

   

  

 

 



Fairchild AFB  

Former AEC facility. Two liquid waste tanks (1000 gallon and 
5000 gallon) and two dry waste facilities, all fenced, but no warning signs. 
Water samples from both tanks analyzed as essentially negative. 

Recommendation: Scheduled inspections and maintenance: post 
warning signs on all four facilities. 

Georike AFB 

Small metal containers, probably holding electron tubes, were 
buried 8 - 10 feet sleep in sanitary land fill area. Area is posted with sign 
warning against uncovering. 

Recommendation: Routine inspection to ensure integrity of sign. 

gamilton AFB  

A 14" - 18" diameter corrugated steel pipe, of unknown length, 

was buried and fitted with a metal cover. Site was definitely used, but 

nature of waste is now unknown. When abandoned, it was covered with 
about 12" of soil. Site is below sea level, but protected by dikes. There 
is no fence or warning sign. Precise location is not now known, although 
local CE staff feel it would be easy to locate. 

Recommendations: 

emove pipe, dispose of contents as per T.O. 00-110N Z. 

Erect warning signs; routine maintenance and inspection. 

Holloman AFB  

A 4 1 x 4' concrete pad, within a large fenced area in northern 
part of base. No information on construction of site, type of waste 

container, depth of burial, or nature of waste. No signs. 

Recommendation: Post warning sign near concrete pad; schedule 

regular inspections. 

12 

  

          
              

           
      

      

  

        
                

   

        

   

          

              
            

              
             

          

 

           

        

   

   
          

            
          

        

  

 

 

  

  

 
 



Johnston Atoll AFB  

Nature of waste is classified. Deliberate sea burial, in lagoon, 
has been reported. However, existence of land "burial" sites is known. 

Recommendation: A radiological survey of the involved land 
areas should be accomplished, using the most modern field detection 
equipment. Further details provided in separate letter to Hq USAF/ 
SGPAA P. 

Keesler AFB 

Accidental burial, in sanitary land fill, of a device containing 
4.5 microcuribs of radium. Precise location unknown. 

Recommendation: None. 

Kelly AFB  

A plot 141' x 63' contains 23 concrete pipe disposal wells. Four 
arc 24" in diameter, the remainder arc 12" in diameter. All wells 
plug'g'ed, top and bottom, with concrete. The contents of most wells are 
unknown. A partial record for Well No. 23 shows a variety of electron 
tubes and radium and cobalt-60 test sources. The site now lies between 
fairways 6 and 7 of the Kelly West (new) Golf Course. During construc-
tion of the course, the site was covered with four feet of concrete 
rubble and dirt fill. The corners of the former site are now permanently 
marked by grass-level concrete monuments. Warning signs are posted 
on top of these monuments. Approximately half of the former site lies 
under the 6th fairway. 

Recommendation: Periodic site inspection. 

Kincheloe AFB 

An 	x 82' fenced site approximately one-half mile east of the 
intersection of the two runways. The site contains three separate 
10' x 10' plots, where tubes were buried, encased in concrete in 55-
gallon drums, to a minimum depth of 5 feet. Signs are posted. 

Recommendation: Remove barrels from the three sites; disposal 

as per T.O. 00-110N-2. 

13 
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Kirtland A F13  

Kirtland AFB submitted a negative reply in April, 1971. However, 
on 1 July 1971, Kirtland AFB absorbed Sandia Base, which had been 
administered by the U. S. Army. There have been extensive radioactive 
waste burial activities at Sandia Base. These are well summarized in a 
confidential Defense Nuclear Agency report issued in August, 1971. 

.1commendations: Specific recommendations will be made in a 
-icparate letter to 1Iq USA F /SGP.A.A P. 

Lacicland A FB  

A former AEC facility, with three waste water tanks and one dry• 
waste facility. No records arc available on the nature of the wastes 
buried in this latter area. The vent pipes to two of the tanks have been 
cut off below grade and capped. A water sample was taken from the 
remaining tank and found to be essentially negative. The remaining tank 
and the dry waste facility are fenced; warning signs are to be posted at 
all four sites. 

Recommendation: Regular inspections and maintenance_ 

Laredo AFB  

A burial site exists about 1,000 feet southeast of the intersection 
of runway 32R and the closed runway. There is no fence or sign. There 
are no records of use or type of construction. The site is not 
permanently annotated on the Base Master Plan, Tab C-1. 

Reconmiendation: Permanently annotate the Base Master Plan, 
Tab C-1, to show precise location of site, with words, "Raclioat:tive 
waste burial site (inactive)." Erect warning sign at site. 

Loring AFB 

Former ALC facility. There are six disposal sites, reported as 
5 tanks (3 - 1000, 1 - 1500, 1 - 5000 gallon) and one dry waste facility. 
However, AEG records indicate that one site, reported as waste tank, 
is really dry waste trench. Discrepancy will be resolved when snow 

clears this spring. All facilities arc fenced. No disposal records 
available. Water samples will be collected from tanks when weather 
permits. 
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Recommendation: Scheduled inspections and maintenance; post 
warning signs on all six facilities. 

Lowry AFB 

Lowry AFB submitted a negative report. However, a SSgt at 
Robins AFB reported that he personally participated in a radioactive 
waste burial at a remote site known as "the fire protection branch area 
about 3 miles from Buckley Field. Investigation by Lowry AFB 
personnel was unable to confirm or deny this report. 

 

Recommendation: None. 

 

Luke AFB 

 

   

A site is located about 300 yards northwest of sewage treatment 
plant; precise location not known. In 1956, electron tubes were buried 
at a depth of 12 feet, then covered with concrete and earth. No fence 
or warning sign. 

Recommendation: Post warning sign in approximate area o 

burial site. 

McCoy AFB  

► A 32' x 100' site about 200 1  east of the southern end of the east 
parallel taxiway. No disposal records exist. Last reported use was in 
November, 1953. No fence or sign. 

Recommendation: Recommendation provided by separate letter 
to Hq USAF /SGPAA P. 

McGuire AFB  

Hq MAC/DEEE, in two separate letters, submitted negative 
replies for this base. However, based on previous knowledge, this 

Committee has information to the contrary. 

Recommendation: Recommendations will be provided in 

separate letter to Hq US.AF/SGPAAP. 

        
      

  

           
            

              

          
         

  

  

           
           

                
   

        

  

  

               
           

      

      
      

  

        
          

      

      

      

  

  



• 
Moody AFB  

This base report ; that an area marked with stakes indicating 
'Disposal Area for Radioactive Materials" formerly existed at the 
southern end of the area between the parallel runways. However, the 

precis,?. location is not now known. There is no fence or sign, and 
there are no disposal records. 

Recommendation: Base Master Plan, Tab C-1, should be 
loiated to indicate the general area of the former radioactive waste 

burial site. 

Mountain Home AFB 

A site near northwest end of runway, off perimeter road. A 
IZ" cast iron pipe, of unspecified depth, sealed in concrete with a 
locked cover plate. No fence, sign, or disposal records. 

Reconimendations: 

.1.. Remove pipe; dispose of contents as per T.O. 00-110N-2. 

Z. Erect warning sign, and permanently annotate Base Master 

Plan, Tab G-1, to show burial site. 

Nen is AFB  

A former AEC facility, with a 5000-gallon liquid waste tank 
and one dry waste facility. Both s ites have fences and signs. Dry 
wastes were buried in angered holes of 7' - 10' depth. The AEC 
estimates that about 2650 pounds of waste were buried in this 25' x 
100' site. Water samples from waste tank were analyzed as 
essentially negative. 

Recommendation; Scheduled site inspection and maintenance. 

Patrick AFB 

In July 1969, this Committee authorized the burial of three 
contaminated animal carcasses in the base sanitary land fill. The 

burial conformed to the requirements of 10 CFR 20.304. The buried 

isotopes were 8. 7 microcuries of chromium-51 (halflife is 28 days) and 

21 microcuries of tritium (halflife is 12.2 years). The chrorniurn,-51 
is now essentially completely decayed. There is no fence or warning 
sign. 



Recommendation: Permanently annotate Base Master Plan, 
Tab C-1, to indicate burial site. 

Perrin AFB 

A burial site is located on a hill about 250' north of the small 
arms range backstop. The waste consisted of electron tubes encased in 
concrete in a 5-gallon container, buried about 6' deep in an augered 
hole. No fence or sign reported. This Committee has been unable to 
determine if the precise location of this burial site is known. 

Recommendation: This base is in an inactive status. It would 
be desirable to remove the waste if it can be located. 

Randolph A FB  

Two adjacent burial sites, near the southwest corner boundary, 
between the fence and the perimeter road. Burials arc reported to be 

-11  in accordance with T.O. 00-110A-1, but there is no evidence of concrete 
or steel pipes. Each burial is marked with a concrete monument. There 
ark 3 - 10 such monuments in the most southern plot alone. Both sites 
are fenced, with signs, but a portion of the fence on the southern plot, is 
down. Majority of waste is reported to be contaminated medical material 
from the time when the School of Aviation Medicine was at Randolph. 

Recommendations: 

1. Since the burial activity was fairly extensive, disinterment 
will be a large project. Recommend such a project be planned and funds 
budgeted. 

2. Repair fence and signs, clear brush, schedule periodic 
inspection and maintenance. 

R ichards-Gebaur AFB  

A burial site is located about 1200' east of the north-south runway. 
A 10" - 12" diameter cast iron pipe buried 23' deep, with concrete end 
caps. No information available on nature of wastes, or on existence of 
fence or sign. 

Recommendations: 

1. 	Remove pipe, dispose of contents .1 5 per T. 0. 00-110N-2. 
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2. Confirm presence of fence and warning sigll if no sign, erect -
one schedule regular inspection and maintenance. 

Robins AFB  

A burial site is located in the southeast section of the base, south 
of the pistol range. Burial was in a reinforced concrete vault, 20' x 20' 
x 15'. Vault walls are 6" - 12" of concrete. The waste in the vault was 
covered with 2' - 3' of 'compacted earth, then covered with 2' - 3' of 
-ncrete to seal the vault. The entire vault was covered with earth to an 

unspecified depth. The facility is fenced, with warning signs on all four 
s ides. Most of the waste involved materials used in the painting of 
luminous dials and parts radium 

Recommendations: 

1. Scheduled site inspections and maintenance, .is long a s ite 
is under Air Force control. 

2. The cost of removing this facility would be high and, consider-
ing the nature of the wastes, stringent radiological health controls would 
be required. However, should Ilq USAF direct decontamination of this 
site, it is technically feasible to accomplish in a safe manner. 

Scott AFB 

A 25' x 25' fenced site is located just south of Scutt Lake. The 
base report is vague, but personal inspection by membern of this 
Committee suggests the site is a typical well facility, an described in 
T.O. 00-110A -1. The well was sealed in September 1959. There is no 
record of what was buried. No warning signs on the fence or locked gate. 

Recommendati9nr 

Remove pipe, dispose of contents as per T.O. 00-110N-?.. 

2. Post warning signs; schedule regular site inspections and 
maintenance. 

Sheppard A FB  

There arc two burial sites. The first, just cast of Highway 40, 

is fenced and has warning signs. The second, north of the hospital, hat' a 
warning sign, but no fence. No further details were reported for ei;:ier 
site. 

            
      

  

             
                

               
              
              

            
            

     

 

          

      

           

           
            

            

  

              
           

            
           

              

    

            

         

 

  

            

              

            

 

 



flecommenda.tion: Schedule site inspections and maintenance. 

Sundance P FS 

This buried radioactive waste at this station resulted from the 
decommissioning of the PM-. 1 nuclear power plant. Complete details are 

available in Hq ADC report, "Final Inspection of the PM-I Nuclear Power 
Plant Decommissioning and Dismantling Site," 30 September 1969. 

R ecornmenclation: Continued environmental surveillance. 

t - 	Tinker AFB 

At various times Tinker 11F13 has had three separate burial. 
The first of these was south of Facility 10Z5. Reportedly, equipment 
contaminated -with radium from dial painting operations was buried there, 

. but later removed. There is no hard evidence for either presence or 

absence of this waste. There are no fences or signs, and the precise 

location cinnot be established. 

A second site, northwest of Building 1030; purportedly conl.ine(.1 

more radium dial wastes. A verbal report asserts that the entire waste 

site was removed in 1955, when a sanitary land fill was established. 

The third site, west of Building 205, also is reported to contain 

radium paint and radium paint solids. No fence or sign exists. - 

Recommendation: Careful excavation at the site near 

Building 205, to recover any buried container. Because of nature of 
waste (radium), this recovery operation should be accomplished under.  

the direct supervision of a Health Physicist. 

Travis AF13  

A former AEC facility, with one 5000-gallon underground waste-
water tank and one dry waste site. Roth  sites are fenced, but only the 
dry waste site has warning signs. Radioactive waste sites not annotated 
on Tab C-1 of Base Master Plan. Water samples from tank analyzed as 

essentially negative. 

Recommendation: Schedule regular inspections  and mainteuance; 

properly annotate Tab C-1 of Master Plan; post warning signs at wet 

waste site. 
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Vandenberg A FB  

There are two separate burial sites at this base, both containing 
magne::ium-thorium alloy scrap from Bomarc missile accidents. At 
the first. site (Grid B-7, Sheet 17, Tab C-1), approximately four pounds 
of thorium \yak; buried on 23 September 1966. At the second site 
(Grid D-5, Sheet 17, Tab C-]), about ten pounds of thorium was buried 
to a depth of 8 - 10 feet on 5 March 1969. Both burials were on Federal 
property, and with the explicit permission of the USAF Radioisotope 
Committee. There are neither fences nor signs at either site. Both 
sites are in remote locations. 

Recommendation: None. 

Westover AFB  

An AEC facility, containing two liquid waste tanks (5000 and 
1000 gallon) and a dry waste facility. All sites are fenced, but only the 
tank sites have warning signe. There are no disposal records 
available. Water samples from both tanks were analyzed as 
essentially negative. 

A fourth site (Facility 11922) exists north of the small arms 
range. No details arc available as to its construction. The base 
reports that, since it has no record of the site ever being used, the 
fence was removed and action is being taken to remove reference to the 
site from Real Property records and the Base Master Plan. There is 

no warning sign. 

Recommendation: Post warning signs at Facility 11922 and the 
dry waste site (Facility 917); do not remove references to Facility 
11922 from Real Property records and Base Master Plan; schedule site 
inspections and maintenance. • 

Whiteman AFB  

A 59' x 36' site, Facility 1275, is located at the south end of 
the base. There are no construction details available, except that the 
burial containers were concrete. Contents arc reported to be electron 
tubes. A warning sign is posted. 

A second site may exist west of Facility 2005 (Water Treatment 
Plant), but no physical evidence is available at the site. 
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Recommendation: Scheduled site inspection and maintenance 
(Facility 1275). 

Williams AFB  

A burial site is located near the southwest corner of the base. 
There is a fence and sign, but no disposal records. A piece of the 
concrete cap is protruding above grade. 

Recommendation: Remove burial container and dispose as per 
T.O. 00-11011-2. 

right-Patterson AFB  

A disposal site is located in Area B, near the intersection of 
P Street and Twelfth Street. Site is marked 	a concrete slab, and is 
fenced. No disposal records are available. 

Recommendation: Remove the waste containers and dispose o 
as per T.O. 00-110N-2. 

The following information was received too late to insert in the 

appropriate place above: 
• 

Barksdale AFB. Reported facilities have both fences and 
warning signs. 

Recommendation: Regularly scheduled inspections and 
maintenance as needed. 

Ellsworth AFB. Most recent information from base indicates 
that description on page. 11 should be corrected to show just: one dry 
facility. This site is a 6' x 6' x 10'-3/4" plywood box, with the lid at 
ground level. Furthermore, all fences and sins have been removed. 

Recommendation: Disinter dry waste 1 :Icility 88228, and 
dispose of contents as per T.O. 00-110N-Z. P g-place warning signs 
at all remaining facilities. 
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TABLE 11 	Summary of Positive Responses 

Master 
Precise' Plan Brief 

Installation ype Site Location Sionls Fenced (Tab-C Recommendation 

Altus AFB 5-gallon Cans Yes Yes Yes Yes Disinter 
Andrews AFB Concrete Containers No ts Yes Yes Disinter 

. Barksdale AFB AEC Facility Yes Yes Yes Yes Maintain 
Bergstrom AFB 3 Iron Pipes Yes No No Yes Disinter 
Carswell A FB 3 Iron Pipes Yes No Yes No Disinter 
Columbus AFB Slit Trench No No- ;,No Yes Post sign 
Craig A FB Concrete Pipe Yes No Yes Yes Disinter 
Davis-Monthan AFB 4 Cast Iron Pipes Yes No Yes Yes Disinter 
Eglin A FB 6 Sites No No No Yes None 

Isworth AFB AEC Facility ? Yts Yes Maintain 
Eimendorf AFB 55-gallon Drums Yes Yes Yes Yes Disinter 
_ngland AFB Unspecified Yes Yes No Maintain 

AFB AEC Facility No Yes Ye_s Maintain 	post signs. 
George AFB Unspecified No Yes No Yes Maintain 

il.ton A FB Steel Pipe No No Yes Disinter 
~lior 	A FB Unspecified Yes No Yes Yes Maintain 

   

  
  

  
  

   

 
 

    
        

  
   

  

  
 

    
  

   
  

   

 
 

 

      

 
  

      

       
       

       
       
       

         
      

        
      
        

      
     

         
     

       
     

 

 
 

  
  

 
 
 

  
 

  
 

 
  

 
   

  
 
 

 

 



Installation 

TABLE IIIb 

Type Site 

Summary of Positive Respons es 

Master 
Precise 	 Plan 
Location 	Sign(s) 	Fenced 	(Tab-C 

Brief 
Recommendation 

Johnston Atoll AFB Unspecified No No No No Radiological survey 
Keesler AFB Land Fill No No No No None 
Kelly AFB Concrete Pipes Yes Yes No Yes Maintain 
Kincheloe AFB 55-gallon Drums Yes Yes Yes Yes Disinter 
Kirtland AFB Varied No No No No To be decided 
La.ckland AFB AEC Facility Yes Yes Yes Some Maintain 
Laredo AFB Unspecified Yes No No No Annotate Tab C-l; erect s 
Loring AFB AEC Facility Yes ? Yes Yes Maintain 
Lowry AFB Unspecified No No No No None 

-.e AFB Unspecified No No No Yes Past sign; maintain. 
McCoy AFB Unspecified No No No Yes To be decided 
McGuire AFB Unspecified Yes No Yes No To be decided 
Moody AFB Unspecified No No No No Annotate Master Plan 

Mountain Home AFB Cast Iron Pipe Yes No No Yes Disinter 
Nellis AFB AEC Facility No Y es Yes Yes Maintain 

 

 

         

 

    
         

         
         

         
         

          
              

                
            
        

            
           

            
             

           
         



Installation 

ick A FB 
:r in .AFB 

Randolph AFB 
Richards-Gebaur AFB 
Robins AFB 
Scott AFB 
Sheppard AFB 
Sundance A FS 
Tinker AFB 
Travis AFB 
Vandenberg AFB 
Westover AFB 
Whiteman AFB 
Williams AFB 
Wright-Patterson AFB 

TABLE Mc Summary of Positive Responses 

T‘.-ne Site 
Precise 
Loca'.ion Sign(s 

Master 
Plan 

Fenced (Tab-C) Brief Recommendation 

nd Fill No No No No Annotate Master Plan 
3.11on Pail No No No Yes Disinter, 	if possible 

Unspecified Yes Yes Yes ? Maintain; future removal 
Cast Iron Pipe Yes ? ? Yes Disinter 
Concrete Vault Yes Yes Yes Yes Maintain; eventual removal 
Well Yes No Yes Yes Disinter 
Unspecified No Yes Yes Yes Maintain 
Unspecified Yes Yes Yes Yes Continued surveillance 
Varied No No No No Selected disinterment 
AEC Facility Yes No Yes No Maintain; annotate Tab C-1;signs. 
Open Pit No No No Yes None 
AEC Facility Yes No Yes Yes Lrect signs; maintain 
Unspecified No Yes Yes Yes Maintain 
Unspecified Yes Yes Yes Yes Disinter 
Well Yes Yes Yes Yes Disinter 

  
      

 
  

            

           
                 

          
          

           
         

 
          
          

           
              

         
                   

          
          

          

 

 



From T.O. 00-110A-1, 25 May IcIA. 

a. Disposition of Solid Wastes. 

Solid radioactive wastes may be disposed of by burial in the ground . 
or at sea. In addition, certain items which contain radium such as 
luminous instrument dials, may be returned to a radium refining company 

such as the Canadian Uranium and Radium Corp.oratinn or the I.T. S. Radium 
Corporation; however, if the amounts of such dials do not justify disposition 
in this manner, they will be disposed of as indicated in the following 
Paragraphs. Waste must be packaged to comply with the regulations of port 
authorities concerned when moved by water tranportation. Personnel 

transporting waste materials on land and disposieg of them at sea must be 
instructed as to the proper protective measures. 

(1) Burial in the Ground. 

Burial sites will be located in isolated areas of the installation 
and in a location identified on appropriate maps. Selection of such sites 

should be based upon composition of soil, absence of ground water, and the • 
unlikelihood of erosion exposing the buried material. Locations such as 
limestone, or field stone, should be avoided with preference to soil in which 

there is little or no leaching. Burial sites will be fenced in and locked to 

prevent the entry of unauthorized personnel and will 1) ,' posted with AFTO 

Form 9 Placards. In addition, the site will be periodically remonitored to 
keep the radiation warning placards up-to-date. Burial in the ground may 
be accomplished under the following general principles: 

(a) Miscellaneous small radioactive materials, such as 
electronic tubes, instrument dials, small test oi,jec.ts, and 
contaminated parts of equipment should be placed in salvave 
instrument containers, Air Force r;tock No. 6700-2103431, 
or a similar item. AFTO Form ()A, Padiation Warning Tag, 
will be accomplished and placed 	the container and the 

container sealed. A satisfactory m ,,ans of disposal of the. 

container is in a disposal well. 	wells shoHld be 

'approximately 24 inches total diameter with 6-Hch concrete 
walls an.d a 1-foot concrete plug at the bottom. The wells 

should be approximately 12 feet deep. The containers are 

dropped in the well and when they reach a level of 5 feet 

from the surface, concrete is placed around and on top of • 

them. Large items should be scaled in 55-gallon drums, 

which should be similarly identified with AFTO Form 9A, 

'encased in a block of concrete, and boried to a depth of not 
less than 5 feet.. 

Appendix A 
25 

      

     

            
            

           
             

            
             

            
        

             
       

     

            
            

             
          

             
               

            
            

           
       

       
        

         
       

          
             

         
          

        
               

         

             

           
         

         
             

     

     
 

 



(b) Large bulky items of medium to low activity should be 
stored until the activity decays to a point where the 
material may be consolidated by melting down. In some 
cases, large items of high activity may be melted and 
diluted with stable chemical of the same element in the 
manner as liquid wastes. Such procedures will be 
accomplished under close technical supervision of the 
Medical Service and Air Installations. 

(2) Burial at Sea. 

Burial. of radioactive wastes at sea has been authorized. 
Burial in inland lakes is prohibited. Disposition of core7iderable quantities 
of radioactive wastes must be limited to areas located beyond the 
continental shelf and at depths of approximately 1000 fathoms, or in areas 
established by the U. S. Navy for the dumping of explosives and other 
hazardous materials. Proximity to areas commonly used for fishing .or for • 
submarine cable "shall be avoided. Two currently approved Navy disposal.. 
sites are: for East Coast Areas -- 720  43' west longitude; 380 52' north 
latitude and for West Coast Areas -- 17.3° 6` west longitude; 37° 40' north 
latitude. Containers must have sufficient weight and density in order to 
sink; a specific gravity of 1.4 (87 lb per cubic foot or greater) is required. 
Each container must be weighed and calculations made te insure that it will 
sink. 

              
          

         
          
          
        

       
     

    

         
           

           
               
             

           
          

              
            

           
                
              
 

 

 

    

 

 

  

   

 

  



PART 20 - STANDARDS VOR PROTECTION ACAINST 1tAP/AT1ON 

• 

There sat 

Pell LI I Cr Men t. 

No liceinee shall dispose of licensed 
material except; 

fa) By transfer Lo an authorized re-
cipient as provided In tire regulations In 
ran 30. 40. or 70 or thls chapter. 'which-
ever rosy be applicable: or 

ib/' As author teed pursuant to 
I 20_302; or 

(el As provided In 120. 303 or 
-4 I 70.304, applicable respectIveiy to the 
;;; disposal or licensed material by release 
— Into sanitary sewerage systema or burial 
DC !noon. or in 5 20 100 (Concentrationn In 

Effluents to Unrestricted Areas!. 

6 20.302 MrtlirA (or olit•iviinot rispen+61 
of propooird clikpo,•1 rm.-erten-ea. 

Arae ilecrixre or applicant for a license 
may apply to the Comml.F.slon for an-
ProvFil of proposed procedures to dispose 
of licensed material In a manner not 
otherwise authorlZed in thc regulatIolot 
in this chapter. Each application should 
Include a description of ilia 
licensed material and any other radio-
active maWrial involved. including the 
quantities and klnda of such material 
and the leyels or radioactivity inrol/ed. 
and the PrOpOsed !manner and pondl. 
lions of dizpose I. The application should 
*Lao include an analyele avid evaluation 
v( pertinent infortn af Ion as Le the nature  

(Ai 	Tali! ell Ti t,i tri 	. Including Lopo- 
urarldcal, yeological, mettoroloalcal. 
nod nydroloeleal charecteristles; unwire 
of ground anti aurf !Lee waters In the gen-
eral area; the nature and location of 
u(lizr potentially affected facilities: and 
procedures to be ohserred to minimlyn 
the risk Of unexpected or harairdotil 

,s.A.nosUreg. 
rr-Tho commission 	no approve ant 

Application for a license to rendre I.1-
" ceased materiel from other venous for 

filmanmal on land not (woes! by (hi 
71F...dere' government IM fry a BUM 
Luorercan 

120.301 D011ogal Ivy Iran.. lrylep own i • 
•---rAry Kr wrrmit 

No licensee shall discharge ileensrd 
material into a sanitary ii.werage aysteri 
unlcsa: 

(A) It In readily aoltibll ar dhrperglihie 
In water; and 

0) 'The fplentity of any licensed or 
other radloactiro material released Into 
the aystem by the licenser In any CMA 
day dons not exceed the larger or aub-
onr- nannqui fl 1 or (2) of this pnragrapll: 

I) 	cosnvitity wilt? ic. if rbrietrti Ivy 
Lim artirrvitn cony qiianir.v of acwage re. 
leased Into the sewer t).".' the lirefv.re, 
will result in an average I nncentraticn 
equal to the lkrilti apeclteri in Appendix 
13, Table I. Column 2 Of t:';is pert: or 

ID Ten Mace the quantity of /men 
material specified In AppiridIX C of this 
Dart: and 

ici '[lie quantity of any licensed or 
other radloartlVe material released in 
any one month. If diluted ity the Aire ragn 
monthly quantity of water released by 
the lleeimer, will not result In en nverave 

g concentration exceeding the 	glare- 
laird in Ariperollx D. Talde I, Column 
or tills part: and 

--. 	Id) 11r.  arose quantity of licensed and 
other radioactive material released Into 
the sewerage syetem by the licensee don 
not excret! one curie th7r yrar. 

P:icreta from Individual, undergoing 
medical 	 thr:nity With radlo- 
ractivr materia: 	be esempt from - 
any limitations contained in this 
section.. 

.7.0..11) 	IllArrImal 	 'n poll. 

No ilc.cmce snail chpinc.gr. of Itecrised 
amterlAl by Burial In mill -!i•Ir.v, 

fa) 'The tial gr'kidity 	::.•enarci and 
other radioactive material: Lc.; led at any 
(Me location and time does n..?1, exceed, et, 
the time of bu r lel. 1,000 lintel the amount 
specilled in Avnentibr C of this part; and 

(b) Burial is at a minimum depth of 
four feet; and 	 ' a 

cc) Duce...alive burials are aeparatrd by ' 
(Initial-ICU' of at last els feet asset not mane 
than 12 trurtals are made In any yews. 

g 20.30'.; Treatment Of dim/3,44 by irttia... 
eraiien. 

No iiernmen shell trearl rr 1.11prnm• nC 
'Uceruind inaterlsd 	Melo •., inn rE:rlot 
as mprelficaliy approved by • Co.rmils-

purAtiant to Ili 20.100,!-' ,'1.1 70.107, 

WASTE 

5 70.301 CKnrrwl 

Z7 
	 A: 



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 203114 

MR"TTO 
ATTH 	 SGPAAP 

SUBJECT: 	Radioactive Weate Disposal (HQ USAF SCA 71-26) 
9 rr 	1971 
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ivil Engineer and Surgeon) 

'1. The disposition of solid radioactive waste is strictly controlled 
fn accordance.  with Technical Order 00-110N-2, "Radioactive Waste 
Disposal". The Technical Order provides for the Son Antonid Air 
Material Area to act na the coordinating agency between field activities 
sand Air Force disposal contractors in all matters relating to radio-
active 

 
waste disposal. Land burial is not authorized without specific 

approval of the USAF Radioisotope Committee, AFLC. 

2. For a number of years, land burial was authorized and Technical 
Order 00-110A-1, 25 May 1956, specified procecdurca to be followed 
including identification of the location on appropriate maps and. 
fenc'ing to prevent the entry of unauthorized personnel (Atch 1). 
Land burial was prohibited in subsequent editions of the Technical 
Order, but procedures to be followed for maintaining burial sites 
already in existence were not specified. 

3. In keeping with a continuing responsibility of radiological safety, 
it is imperative that the location of existing sites be identified in 
the Base Master Flan (Tab C-1) and that a copy of this annotated Tab 
be provided to the USAF Radioisotope Cdmmittee (AFLC/SGFB, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433). All available details concerning the 
construction of the disposal well, waste container, depth of burial, 
contents or other applicable data should accompany the Tab C submission. 
Tab A should be revised to include this historical data. 

'4. Because it is possible that the only records of a disposal site 
will exist in the memory of various personnel, it is requested that 
knowledge of a.disposal site on any Air Force base be included in the 
submitted data. Approximate location and material disposed should be 
included, if known. 

ppendix C 
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1 At ch 
Extract to: 00-110A-1, 25 May 56 

C.),  to: 

A', 

5. Replies should be forwardd to rerich the I.MAF Rnd 1 0 I ootope committee 
no later than 96 days from the date of this letter. Negative replies. 
are required. 

6. ibsequent to receipt of the requested information, the USAF 
Radioisotope Committee will provide instructions concerning the main-
tenance of the burial sites. 

FOR TIIE CHIEF OF STAFF 

BEN1/(74If1 	111.1.:.".?. 	USAF. MC 
Or; 5i:r..:*.cr 1.% 	s'rrospacc Metlicino 

r:f Trotz.,;te.li Scrvicis 
Office of the Sutg.:o3 
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Health Physics Precautions for 
Disinterment Operations 

The precise manner of unearthing and removing buried radioactive 
wastes depends in great part on the nature of the site, type of burial 	. 
container, and the costs of several alternative procedures. The following 
precautions are general in nature; they may not be pertinent to all 
operations. Their application will not significantly affect the cost of the• 
removal operation, but they will minimize the risk of radiation exposure. 

I[ealth Physics Precautions: 

 
 

 

I. The disinteDment operation should be observed by a Health Physicist' 
or Bioenvironrnental Engineer, to monitor for the existence of either 
external or internal hazards. 

Z. During removal operations, care should be taken to observe if the 
burial container is intact. A broken container rakes the possibility of 
contamination of both soil and workers, and thin; requires more stringent 
handling procedures. 	 :1i 

1 M:0 

• 

3. If container is intact and very large, suggest it he opened so that thc 

masks. 	 .1 

,.; 
contents may be repackaged in suitable shipping containers. Workers 	• 

using cutting tools during opening procedures should wear filter face 	
, 

4. If container is leaking or broken, samples of the surrounding soil 
should be collected and shipped for analysis to the USAF Radiological -
Health Laboratory. Appropriate identification should accompany each • 
sample so forwarded. Be sure to send a control sample of similar, but" 

"luncontaminated soil from a nearby area. 

5. Soil immediately sur'rotinding a broken or leaking container should be 
placed in an interim storage container, pending evaluation of sample.' 
If truly contaminated, this soil must also be disposed of as radioactive 
waste. 

6. Upon completion of removal operation, annotate base master plan to 

record positive removal of any radioactive waste. 

A ppend ix T) 
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List of Inactive Installations 

Amarillo AFB, Texas 

Bakalar AFB, Indiana 

Biggs AFB, Texas 

Brookley AFB, Alabama 

Clinton County AFB, Ohio 

Clinton-Sherman AFti, Oklahoma 

Dobbins AFB, Georgia 

Dow AFB, Maine 

Ellington AFB, Tcxas 

10. Glasgow AFB, Montana 

11. James Connally AFB, Texas 

12. Larson AFB, Washington 

13. Lincoln AFB, Nebraska 

14. Olmsted AFB, Pennsylvania 

15. Paine AFB, Washington 

16. Schilling AFB, Kansas 

17. Seward AFB, Tennessee 

18. Stead AFB, Nevada 

19. Stewart AFB, New York 

20. Suffolk County AF13, New York 

21. Truax Field, Wisconsin 

22. Turner AFB, Georgia 

23. Walker AFB, New Mexico 

24. Wendover AFB, Utah 

  

    

    

    

    

   

 

 

    

   

    

    

    

    

     

   

     

    

    

    

    

   

     

      

    

      

     

    

   

 

 
  

 

  

 

  

  
  

   

   

  
  
  

  

   

 

 



Appendix F 

Former AEC Facilities 

Currently 	 Formerly 

Barksdale AFB 	Bossier Base 

Ellsworth AFB 	Rushmore AFS 

Fairchild AFB 	Deep Creek AFS 

.Kirtland AFB 	Manzano Base 

Lackland AFB 	Medina Base 

Loring AFB 	 Caribou AFS 

Nellis AFB 	 Lake Mead Base 

Travis AFB 	 Fairchild AFS 

Westover AFB 	Stoney Brook Al''S 
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Radiation Survey of KAFB/DOE Controlled Areas, 
Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, NM 

Douglas M. Minnema 
Reactor Applications Division, 6451 

and 
George E. Tucker 

Health Physics Division, 3212 
Issued August 18, 1989 

INTRODUCTION 

Sandia National Labs (SNL) has performed a number of outdoor tests 
on weapons components and systems over the past forty years. Some of 
these tests involved the inclusion of radioactive material, primarily 
natural or depleted uranium. 	Increased concern over environmental 
issues, coupled with decreased acceptable limits, has resulted in 
reevaluating the test areas for potential low level contamination. As a 
result of this concern, SNL has performed a radiation survey of selected 
sites on Department of Energy (DOE), Forest Service, and Air Force areas 
on Kirtland Air Force Base (KAFB), Albuquerque, New Mexico. The sites 
studied were selected based upon input from three sources: KAFB site 
maps, the results of an EG&G helicopter survey of April, 1980, and 
interviews of selected SNL staff. The KAFB maps indicated several sites 
that were identified by an inspection performed by the Defense Nuclear 
Agency and a private firm contracted by the U.S. Air Force (ref. 1 & 2). 
These sites consisted of dirt mounds, test sites, and old mine diggings. 
The helicopter survey identified areas of above background radiation 
levels in the area. 	The interviews helped identify other sites that 
were known locations of past tests. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The surveys were performed using SNL s mobile radiation measurement 
lab, consisting of a computerized multichannel analyzer, a portable 
intrinsic germanium gamma spectrometer, and various other portable 
instruments, housed in a trailer. 	The gamma spectrometer could be 
operated at distances up to 300 meters from the trailer, allowing the 
radiation spectra at each site to be measured directly. Also, soil and 
debris samples could be analyzed with the spectrometer mounted within a 
lead shield in the trailer.! For the more inaccessible sites, a portable 
multichannel analyzer and battery pack were used with the spectrometer 
to acquire the spectra. 
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Each site was studied according to its particular situation. 
Horizontal mine shafts were entered and inspected visually and with a 
portable high sensitivity radiation meter, and spectra were acquired at 
any locations within the shaft above local background. The spectrometer 
was lowered into vertical shafts, or a sodium-iodide (Nal) detector was 
used, depending upon the condition of the shaft. 	Dirt mounds were 
surveyed at several locations around and on the top. Surface areas were 
evaluated by mounting the spectrometer on a tripod and analyzing spectra 
at several locations within the identified area. 	If the area surveys 
showed above background readings or isotopes not normally associated 
with background, grab samples of soil and debris were also collected and 
analyzed as appropriate. 

The germanium spectrometer is very sensitive for most of the uses 
described here. Surface contamination can be detected down to levels of 
approximately 0.2 picoCuries per gram (pCi/g) of soil, and individual 
contributors of a radiation field can be identified at levels of roughly 
5% of the total field. The spectrometer's resolution is sufficient to 
identify individual peaks that are less than 0.2% apart in gamma 
energies. This sensitivity is extremely good for looking at surface 
contamination and sources that may have been disposed of in mines. The 
technique is more limited in looking for buried sources due to 
attenuation of the radiation in the soil cover. A stronger radiation 
source would be required to penetrate greater than roughly 1 meter of 
cover soil with sufficient intensity to be detected by the spectrometer, 
raising the minimum detectable level to the equivalent of a few 
microCuries per gram for buried sources. This presented a problem for 
only one site consisting of 3 covered trenches of unknown depth, since 
all Other sites had minimal or no cover. 	As an example of the 
spectrometer's sensitivity and accuracy, Cesium-137 from atmospheric 
weapons testing fallout was observed in almost all of the surface 
spectra at levels averaging roughly 0.3 to 0.5 pCi/g, agreeing well with 
the average found from SNL's environmental monitoring program of 0.388 
pCi/g (ref. 5). 

IDENTIFICATION OF SITES 

The KAFB map "Radioactive Contaminated Sites, Kirtland Air Force 
Base", tab #Cl.la (ref. 3), identified a total of 6 dirt mounds (DM-1 
through 6) and 6 mine shafts (MS-A through F) that the USAF contractor's 
inspection had found to be either unposted, or posted with various 
warning signs with no documented explanation for the purpose or contents 
of the location. During our investigations of these sites, 4 additional 
shafts (MS-G through J) were found and included in the study, and two 

shafts were identified at sites MS- B through D, rather than the single 
shafts indicated on map Cl.la, and all were included in the study. 
Also, the site identified as dirt mound DM-3 on map Cl.la was actually a 
group of 3 old burn pits. 7.'1( c 	k 	0 kl 
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The EG&G helicopter survey of April, 1981 (ref. 4), was consulted as 
another possible source for locating sites. 	One site in particular, 
liste6as 'Area 5' in their survey (not to be confused with SNL Tech 
Area V) was identified as having higher than normal levels of uranium 
daughter products. This area is directly south of the southern boundary 
of Manzano Base. 	Investigations indicated that there were no known 
tests conducted in this area, so this site was also included in the 
survey. 

Interviews with SNL personnel helped to identify another site of 
possible contamination, the "Pendulum Site" located directly cast of 
Manzano Base. At this site weapon penetration tests had been conducted 
in a protected bunker until a test device exploded, destroying the 
bunker and potentially spreading depleted uranium into the surrounding 
area. Although this site was cleaned at the time, it was included in 
this survey. Some other sites were suggested as having potential for 
contamination, however these sites are currently in use and are 
monitored by the Health Physics division, and so were not included in 
this survey. A4k K/AcA; cwyA4U. 

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY 

It" 

---7MS-B11 results of the can 

esolvir nta 

type of site studied. None of the 11 mines surveyed showed any signs of 
having been used for radioactive waste disposal. The radiation spectra 
showed nothing more than variations in background levels due to the 
types of rocks found at each location. 	Visual inspection of the 
horizontal shafts suggest that these mines were maLnly exploratory 
shafts from prospectors working the area, however a few show signs of 
commercial production before they were abandoned. The vertical shafts 
show similar indications that they were also developed by prospectors, 
although these were not entered for visual inspection due to hazardous 
conditions. Only one shaft requires special mention, the one labeled as 

5 	 saibtalls _ 

unknown intent. 	For unknown reasons the entrance was posted with a 
radiation warning sigt. This study, however, indicated that the sign is 
unwarranted and should be removed. It should be noted that all of these 
mines are in poor repair, and represent conventional safety hazards that 
should be appropriately fenced and posted to prevent an accident. The 
shafts are easily accessible and some are hidden from view by 
underbrush, enhancing the possibility of somebody stumbling into them 
unknowingly. 

The KAFB maps also identified 6 dirt mounds that were listed as 
'possible burial sites'. As mentioned, one of these sites turned out to 
be an old burn test site with 3 pits, labeled DM.3 on map C1.la. One of 
thesj pits was locally contaminated with ceramic thoria thermocouple 
insulation debris from a burn test. This debris was confined to within 
one pit, and SNL Health Physics has cleaned up this sire and disposed of 
the debris. 	Survey and grab samples of the surroundinr, area and the 

ift1t4? 
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other pits show no other contamination present. Two other mounds in the 
same.  general area, labeled as DM-1 and DM-2, were also surveyed. 
Radiation spectra at these mounds show nothing unusual, and the dirt 
mounds are not high enough to significantly shield any sources. Those 
sites are fenced with two sets of signs posted. The older, faded signs 
label the area as an explosive test area, and the newer signs label the 
area as a radiation area. 	These sites are most likely disposal sites 
for old explosive ordinance removed from the area, and are believed to 
be clean of radioactive contamination. The remaining 3 sites, DM-4, 5, 
and 6, are located in the Lawrence Canyon area. 	These sites are 
actually located roughly 600 meters east of their recorded positions on 
the base maps. These mounds line up directly with the old 155mm gun 
site north of their location, and were used as targets when that 
facility was in operation. 	Radiation spectra show nothing unusual at 
these mounds, and they are believed to be clean also. Ilo w 

7 
Vootte,..%.S, 

cu/ Pt V 0---3 
The 'area 5' location reported in the EG&G helicopter survey was 

also investigated. The site was found to be a natural lava mound formed 
by an uprising of a brown lava rock. 	Apparently as the brown rock 
cooled it fractured, and a darker metallic lava was pushed up through 
thm- fissures and cooled in place. 	Radiation levels in the area were 
found to be roughly twice the normal background. 	Since no man-made 
source could be found, the rocks were analyzed, and the metallic rock 
was found to contain natural uranium at levels roughly four times the 
concentrations in the brown lava. 	This is a completely natural 
occurrence and not caused by any practices of KAFB or SNL personnel, 
therefore cleanup of the site would be both impractical and unnecessary. 
There may well be other similar occurrences in the area, although none 
were positively identified. 	The presence of natural uranium deposits 
probably explains why the helicopter survey indicated slightly higher 
background levels in and around the mountainous areas than those 
observed on the mesa. 

The next site surveyed was the Pendulum Site. 	Several years .ego 
penetration tests were performed inside an earth covered bunker built 
into the side of a small hill using devices with depleted uranium 
loadings. The last test resulted in an explosion that blew the roof off 
the bunker and destroyed the facility. 	This area was studied for 
possible uranium contamination with a series of soil samples. Out of 8 
samples, only one showed any signs of contamination, and only at a level 
of 60 pCi/g, compared to the natural uranium average background 
concentration of 0.9 pCi/g reported in the SNL environmental monitoring 
program (ref. 5). 	The contaminated area was a small pile of 
vermiculite, and was cleaned up easily. This site is now believed to be 
clean of contamination. 

One other site was also found through the interviews, a series of 3 
filled trenches east of Pennsylvania Road acrori!1 from the rATO 
Evaluation Site, near a small arroyn. This site is on Air Force ]:ind, 
and is vaguely posted as a radiation area, althonph the signs ire 
roughly 60 meters,  away from the trenches. 	(It is not clear whether 

-,46/(k 	 ; 1 	0 me. . t. 1-   
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signs are intended for the trenches or for a USAF training area further 
to the east of the site, known to be contaminated with thorium ore.) 
The trenches are marked with two wooden stakes, apparently indicating 
the trench ends, and with a yellow metal post in roughly the center of 
the trenches (this posting corresponds with a 'dated' method for 
identifying radioactive waste burial areas). 	There are no other 
markings or signs, and inquiries to the Air Force have yielded no 
information. 	Radiation spectra acquired above the trenches indicate 
nothing above background; however, the depth of the trenches could 
severely limit the detection capabilities of the spectrometer due to the 
amount of cover soil. 	The_trenches are on KAFB property, and the 
military has been notified of their Condition. As z minimum precaution 
the trenches should be better identified. 

CONCLUSIONS 

With the exception of the trenches across from the NATO Site, and 
the two sites that have since been cleaned up, nothing unusual was found 
at any of the sites. 	These sites should be considered clean of any 
radioactive contamination and removed from the maps, including the old 
burn site and the Pendulum site, since they have been cleaned up as 
required. All radiation signs should be removed to avoid confusion, and 
the two mounds believed to be explosives disposals should be either 
cleaned up or reposted as such. It is further recommended that the mine 
shafts be sealed off'and labeled to reduce the hazardous conditions that 
exist at these sites. 

-1- 
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United States Government 

	
Department of Energy 

memorandum 
	

Albuquerque Operations Office 

DATE  JUL ,2 6 1%9 
REPLY TO 

ATTN OF: 

SUBJECT: 

MSD:VSHB:BHY 

Radiological Survey Reports on the Frustration and No-Name Abandoned Mine 
Sites. 

TO P. M. Stanford, Controller, 0100, SNLA 

It is the Department of Energy's (DOE) understanding that Sandia National 
Laboratories (SNL) completed radiological surveys of the above areas 
around two-years ago. The old mine sites were used as SNL experimental 
stations. It is also our understanding that reports were written on the 
results of the surveys and the areas are clean of radioactive materials 
and contamination. Due to proposed land use changes in that area, it is 
paramount that the mine areas be officially cleared, since both sites are 
still posted with radioactive area signs. 

We need copies of the previous radiological reports. DOE conducted a new 
Survey on the sites due to changing survey requirements, but having 
previous reports will substantiate any new information. 

Please contact Bennett H. Young of my staff at 846-8211, regarding the 
status of these much needed radiological reports by August 1, 1989. 

Sincerely, 

AWL R. Chemo 
Director, Management 
Support Division 

cc: 
G. Tucker, 3312, SNLA 
J. Phelan, 3314, SNLL, 
H. Davidson, 1606 ABw/DFEU 
B. Dow, 1606 ADW/DEEU 
B. Young, MSD 
P. Boehme, MSD 



Memo for Record 	 7 October 19BD  

Subject: Radiological Survey of Possible Radioactive Burial Sites 

1. I conducted a radiological survey of the poaalble radioactive burial aitea 
on 2 Oct 80 with TSgt Jones and AIC O'Toole. 

2. Areas marked DM-1 and DM-2 wore fenced oEE and radiation caution aigne were 
posted. Two of the signa were barfly weather-heated and need to be replaced. 
Also. sections of the fence need repair. Radiation levels were equal to or less 
than background. 

3. Area marked DK-3 wne fenced with radiation caution aigne. Explosive tenting 
signs ware also pouted. Theae signs should be removed. Also, the fence is in 
need of repair. Radiation levels were equal to or lase than background. 

4. Four mina ehafta were also surveyed, MS-A, MS-13, MS-Ii and MS-R. Of these 
four only MS-13 had a radiation caution sign posted at the entrance to the mine. 
Radiation ]awls were no higher than background with the Fidler detecter. 
Reference report HSS 80-180. 

DAVID HUNTER, Captain. USAF, BSC 
Chief, Radiological Health/RPO 

A- 



DEPARTMENT OP THE AlR FORCE 
USAF DISPENSARY, KIRTLAND (AFSC) 
KIRTLAND AFB, NEW MEXICO 87117 

Cr- 

 

MEW (SG'R) 	 27 April 1972 

Radioactive Waste/Contamination Survey Report 

 

AFSC (SG/Maj Caldwell) 
!Wide (SGPR/Maj Furtado) 

CiaiiiiiENSG/RadSafe Committee) 

FCDNA ('CCOM) 	AFSWC (Se) 
AFSWC (CC) 	4900TH ABGp (CC) 

Attached is the final report of the radioactive waste/contami-

nation survey of the former Sandia Base rang© areas. 

(-4)24,,L4.4LI:Afe 

11% A. SILBERMAN, Lt Col, USAF, MC 
Director of Base Medical Services 

1 Atch 
AS 



DEPARTVLEN I' OF THt A L it e011.1:li: 
USAF DISPENSARY, KIRTLAND (RISC) 
KI RTLAND AFL NEW MEXICO 87117 

AFSMC (EGPR) 	 27 April 1972 

Radioactive Waste/Contamination Survey Asport 

AYSIC (8O/M0 Caldwell) 	rum (PCom) 	AMC (5.10 
AFiC  (BaltRimaj rurtedo) 	AFFIWC (cc) 	4900114Ailap (Cc) 

OikiillieSliq/Radilafe Committee) 

Attached i* the final report of the radioactive waste/contami- 

nation survey of the for 	Samdia Base rang* areas. 

APIN4P 
SILBERMAN, Lt Col, USAF, MC 	1 Atch 

Director of Base medical Services 	as 



SURVEY REPORT 

GSNIPAI0 

In early 1971, a survey of radioactive waste disposal 
sites and contaminated areas located on what was then Sandia 
Base was initiated by Field Command, DASA. The report of this 
survey was published on 16 Aug 1971, and adelressed all known 
disposal sites and radioactive areas on the base. During the 
conduct of this survey, some personnel contacted intimated 
that additional areas of the base might be either contaminated 
or contain radioactive waste and he unmarked ana undocumented. 
As a result, the (survey report recommended the survey be 
continued to determine the extent of radioactive waste/contami-
nation on the base and that this further study be conducted 
under the direction of the Director of ease medical Services. 
In response to this recommendation, a survey of suspected areas 
was initiated in the fall of 1971, by the Raliological Health 
Section, USAF Dispensary, KAFB. During the conduct of the 
survey, additional assistance and support was provided by Det 3, 
42d Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Sqdn (MAC); AFWL Nuclear 
Safety Div, Nuclear Power Systems Dr.; and the Nuclear Opera-
tions and Training Division, Nuclear Weapons School, FCDNA. 

II AREAS OF STmory & METHODOLOGY' 

Since the suspected areas were not documented as to waste 
disposal or contamination, a physical survey was necessary. 
The areas which were suspected to contain radioactive material 
were several abandoned mince and the general area formerly used 
for tests involving devices or components containing radio-
active material. Specific areas were determined by conversa-
tion with AEC and Sandia Laboratories personnel in addition to 
the personnel who conducted the earlier study. From these 
cOpversations, mines located at CJ 690741, 691741, and 693685 
were surveyed using fidler probes and an E500 beta--gamma meter, 
The fidler probe wan set to locate the Pu decay eerie.. The 
former teat area located between CJ 640680, 640705, 663680, 
and 662705 and the Luranca Canyon and Arroyo del Coyote areas 
generally from CJ 660742 to 700741 were checked using theme 
same instruments for the area survey, the initial surveys were 
made from am RH 43F at an altitude of sppree4mately 20 to 50 ft 



and a speed of about 60 knots. Following the aerial survey, 
locations which showed levels of 11/2-2 times background were 
marked for ground survey. Ground surveys were then made first 
from a vehicle and then on foot if levels of 11/2-2 times back-
ground were observed. 

A. Area Survey: 

Prior to flights being made over suspected or known 
areas of activity, a determination of background was made by 
flying over a known clean area. A background value of 8-10,000 
'cpm was obtained. Initial survey flights were then made over 
one of the thorium sludge seeded training areas and over the 
Co 60 source to determine the capability of the fidler and 
beta-gamma probes to detect radioactive material from an aerial 
platform. Both instruments responded significantly while in the 
vicinity of these sources. Following this, the flight into the 
Arroyo del Coyote area was made. On thin flight, increases to 
approximately 11/2  times background were noted in the vicinity 
of the abandoned ranch house at CJ 689741. A ground survey 
followed which resulted in a value of approximately 25,000 cpm 
being obtained at the top of a dirt mound located near the 
ranch house. The area in general, including two more mound/ 
in the vicinity, showed no significant increase over badkground. 
Subsequent flights were made over the large area east and south 
of the airfield at CJ 640710 using legs approximately 100 yards 
apart. Several locations of increased activity were noted and 
marked for ground survey. None of the locations checked on the 
ground in this area showed significant activity. Some increase 
in levels were noted in the vicinity of dry stream beds located 
in the area. This is felt to be a sign of leaching of natural 
radioactive material. A check was also made of the mounds in 
the vicinity of the road junction at CJ 636694 and one of these 
mounds showed a reading of approximately 25,000 cpm. 

B. Mine Survey: 

The mines noted above were checked by personnel enter-
ing them with the fidler and beta-gamma probes. In each case, 
the fidler indicated levels of approximately 20,000-25,000 cpm. 
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III =Am= Asp cosclusxoss: 

As noted above, with only a couple of exceptions. no 
readings'were observed which were significantly above back-
ground. In the case of the two mounds and the four mines, the 
readings, although generally two to three times background, 
are not :sufficiently high tu pose a health problem. Since no 
records indicate what might be covered by the mounds, no indica-
tion can be obtained as to levels that might occur if the 
mounds were excavated. Based on the absence of any major indi-
cations of radioactivity, it is felt that the former test areas 
do not contain hazardous amounts of radioactive material. 

IV itycOMMENDATIONS  

The following actions are recommended to eliminate the 
possible exposure of personnel to even the relatively low 
levels of radiation observed: 

A. Fence and post the mounds to eliminate their possible 
excavation and thus the possibility of exposure to unknown 
levels of radiation. 

B. Close the four mines by filling in the vertical 
shaft. and dropping the entrance to the horizontal ■hafts by 
the use of explosives. 

-1 
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SGPBR (844-0598) 	 15 July 1983 

- Mr. Don Silva 
Science Applications, Inc. 
505 Marquette Ave., NW 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 

Dear Mr. Silva: 

We surveyed the core samples removed from radioactive bue-i-al site No. 11 
on 6 Jun 83. The instrument we used was a Ludlum Model 19 Micro R Meter, 
Serial No. 21540, calibrated 2 Feb 83. The Ludlum Micro R instrument 
detects low energy X and gamma radiation. Normal background readings are 
20 uR/hr or .02 mR/hr. 

We took readings from the core samples at depths of 5, 10, 15, 25, 30, 40, 
and 50 feet. We monitored the samples below 50 feet as one unit. The 
readings at all depths did not exceed the normal background reading. 

If you have any questions regarding this survey, please call us at 844-0598. 

Thank you, 

L 
C. DAVID LOVELL, 2Lt, USAF, BSC 
OIC, Radiological Health/RPO 
USAF Hospital Kirtland 
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%PER (4-06971 	 20 September 1982 

Radioactive Waste Burial Sites 

SGA (Maj Kilianek) 

1. Radiological Health personnel conducted a survey of the possible 
burial sites listed on CE reservation map dated 1 Jan 1976, Tab No. Cl, la. 

2. The suspected radioactive burial sites were: 

DM-1 	 MS-C 
DM-2 	 MS-D 
DM-3 	 MS-E 
MS-A 	 MS-F 
MS-B 

From the nine sites that were examined, only DM 1-3 and MS-B were properly 
posted with the sign "Caution Radioactive Material." A FIDLER detection 
syltem was used to identify any gamma radiation levels above background, but 
yielded only negative results. 

3. If you have any questions, please feel free to call me. 

DAVID HUNTER, Capt, USAF, BSC 
Chief, Radiological Health/RPO 
USAF Hospital Kirtland 

     

    

   

          
               

       

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

              
           
            
    

            

     
   

   



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE SPECIAL WEAPONS CENTER (AFSC) 

KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASE, NEW MEXICO 87117 

SGAR 
	

9 AUG 1971 

Survey of Radioactive Waste and Hazardous Areas 
. 	.• 

H. C. Donnelly, Manager 
Albuquerque Operations Office 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
P. 0. Box 5400 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 67115 

1. References: 

a. Letter, FCJ3, Field Command, DASA, subject as above, 
dated 18 May 1971. 

b. Letter, AEC, ALOO, dated 19 May 1971 (response to 
reference 1.a. above). 

2. By reference 1.a., Commander, Field Command, DASA re-
quested cooperation in conducting a survey of radiological 
waste and hazardous areas at Sandia Base. As a result of 
the recent consolidation of bases, the responsibility for 
the former Sandia Base area has become that of this command. 

3. The survey referred to in the referenced correspondence 
is to be continued and expanded. The Radiological Health 
Services Section of Base Medical Services is to be responsi-
ble for this action. Specifically, Major Edwin N. Dodd, Jr. 
will be the officer conducting the survey. 

4. Based on the cooperation received from both AEC and AEC 
prime contractor personnel during the survey to date, it is 
requested this cooperation be extended to this command in 
order to facilitate a complete compilation of radioactive 
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waste and hazardous areas located on the Kirtland AFB 
complex. 

Colonel A. G. Swan 
Commander 
Air Force Special Weapons Center 

-1- 
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REPLY TO SGAR AT TN OF :  

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
USAF DISPENSARY, KIRTLAND (AFSC) 

KIRTLAND AFB, NEW MEXICO 87117 

4 August 1971 

SUBJECT Survey of Radioactive Waste and Hazardous Areas 

TO: AFSWC (CC) 

1. A survey of documentation and other data available re-
garding radioactive waste and hazardous areas at the former 
Sandia Base was initiated in Jan 1971 by the Commander, 
Field Command, DASA. This survey has been completed. 

2. A continuation of this survey to physically locate and 
monitor all radioactive waste and hazardous areas has been 
initiated. Purpose of this survey is to provide a complete 
compilation of all radioactively contaminated or hazardous 
areas on the Kirtland AFB complex. 

3. Request the attached letter be signed and dispatched 
in order to obtain the necessary cooperation of AEC and 
AEC contractor facilities located on Kirtland AFB. 

I. A. SILBERMAN, Lt Col, USAF, MC 
	

1 Atch 
Director of Base Medical Services a 

  
  

 

 

 

     
    

     

   

       

  

         
         

          
        

          
         

          
       

      

          
          
       

 
        

     
  

 



FCSU 	 4 May 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Radioactive Waste Disposal 

1. 011.29 - 30 Apr 71 this office was engaged in protactod discussions with 
Cpt.Ames, FCJ3 about radioactive waste disposal sites on Sandia Base. 
Cpt. Jones is compiling a listing of all such sites and attempting to deter-
mine the type and quantity of material buried. A major problem exists bo-
cause of the lack of accurate records and the dispersal of any existing re-
cords throughout the Command. 

2. This office will become actively engaged in the remainder of the study 
with emphasis placed on insuring that all contaminated areas are located. 
In addition, a study will be made to determine the amount of drift and con-
taminatimad. 

R.M.S. 
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L.,eikat /76.6 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

AMENDMENT 
OF PERMIT TO OTHER FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY 

TO USE PROPERTY ON SANDIA BASE 
NEW MEXICO 

Amendment No. 1 .  
CONTRACT NO. DA-29005-Eng-5251 

WHEREAS, the Department of the Air Force was granted a permit on 

18 February 1966, for a term of Five (5) years beginning 19 March 1966 

and ending 18 March 1971, but revocable at will by the Secretary of the 

Army, to occupy and install certain facilities on an area of Sandia Base 

which is described as follows; 

A portion of the East half (ED of Section Sixteen (16), 
Township Nine.(9) North, Range Four (4) East of the New 
Mexico Principal Meridian, Bernalillo County, State of 
New Mexico, containing 75 acres, more or less; and 

WHEREAS, the Permittee has requested that the permit be amended to 

allow burial of radioactive waste materials generated at the Kirtland 
-%- 

Ionization Radiation. Annex; and 

WHEREAS, it has been determined that such use is permissible, 

subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter provided for. 

NOW, THEREFORE, the permit, bearing Contract No. DA-29005-Eng-5251, 

is amended by adding the following provisions: 

1. The burial of radioactive waste materials within the area 
hereinabove described shall be permitted in accordance with the procedures 
contained in Exhibit "A" attached hereto. 

2. The Permittee shall maintain accurate records which must 
contain adequate information of the dates, quantities and type of radio-
active waste material buried, and such records shall be made available 
upon request to representatives of Headquarters, Army Materiel Command. 

 
    

 

           

      
  

   
   

            

              

              

             

     

           
           

       
         

           

          

    

          

         

        

       

          
          

      

         
          

           
         



H. DEALY 
Acting Chief, Real Estate Divisio 
Office of the District Engineer, C. of E. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

3. The original permit, as amended hereby, shall remain 
(kill force and effect. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand by authority 
-ti- 

the Secretary of the Army this  La  day of October 1966. 

          
    

            

           

  

  

 
 

 

 

 
    

      
       

   

 



41EPi_ Y TO 
AT TN OF: WAS 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 
MR FORCE WEAPONS LABORATORY (AFSC) 

KIRTLAND AIR FORCE BASF, NEW MEXICO 87117 

1'3 tiTly 1966 

euroreT  rOrrni L 09 I. 	 Drimr:Imient 	1.1 ii • Air Vorno, 	Wine, now Mexif 

TO: !WO 

1 	Thr gmr-ni I. for aprtroxima to.1v 7) acres or 	nei n ilar;n,  or( in.-!rf,v onnunif=d 
bv the Radiobiology Laboratory, MoohYsien lIr.innh, Air Fori:-! Weapons Lab-
oritory, wA5 recfl.ntIv ronowed for tho rivr-vrAr period or P? March 19'14 to 
19 Mar'.':h 1971. Wo wi 	Ur, have this normit nmendod Lo 	for land horial 
or radioctivc wastrs. 

2. Basicaliy, land huriql or radioartivo wastes woqld he mallet in accordanoe 
with the provi:iionn or Title 10, Cod or Federal licr..4nIationn Part RO and 
the provisions or the lesnee's; I i on 10 From the Atomic Vnergy Commis!;ion. 
Proposed proef,d,,r1-!s ror 	 war 	di!ino:7a1 Ire !Ilown in Attach- 
ment I. These procrdore.; Arr.! suhjort Lo Final aperoval hy the OAF 
Hadioi.soLopos Commit-L(10 And iho CAC. 1,,k; intond to mak° them a :ii rt. of 
the! Air hlree over:int Welpow; CmciLi.r hyproduct Matoria/ Liflohne Jo. 30-
3110-2. Approvot or the rosporr.ibIo prowrty =!listodian for titlh horhis 
is needed prior Lo t.Ii alprow0 bv the aforowntioned :IffenCieS. 

3. At this t. in' we Mve .1n unofficial vorinl agrcomont from the WAKC 
that the proposed procedires will ho ace;rptahle in them. In addition, 
Mr. David J. linyc5, Chief, MnLqrialti SmAion, wnox;, 	Exerr:ution 
DiyIsion, DA, Vbollington, D. C. haN boon oviLacted on I.h-1 matter and made 
aware of (ho proposed prl(ednrwi. 	aonrova% mly he required ih iccor- 
d7nce wi iii 	700-52, "Licoonllw 110 Con I. 	 r,r Tool'Aing 

Radiation", 4 February 1')66. 

kre 	 1,11 	+rel 	rote 1 vel C I 	in'-in I. (.49n411 I. /Ion hunt I 	 IF thi!re 
are.,  any rinor.tionn, 	(70111-101. ,ftf! or Carta i 	1;onnol ly 	Eton:.;1,in 2/310 

or 3".",..0. 

__ 	 ?fligi0e.  
40AM H. !;:101'1.: N 	 1 Atch 

Health Phyriqt , 	 nin 
Radiation Protortinn Officer 

Cys to: WfRfl (C(,l May M. Nniri) 
DCSLOCA , PEMA, Foceeni.ionni (Mr. D. J. Hivos) 
AVU.; (Cr/c:1pt P. C. Conrad) 



1'it0C1..1)0Ri..S 	 DFSI-05A1. OF UAld0A:;TIVI% 

1. 	Past Hi story: 

The Radlobiology Laboratory, Oiophysics Branch, Air Force Weapons,Lab- ____ 
oratory (A rivio , ph vs :a 1 1y loc:11.(,d on Snddi n 11.1;v: h:is ma I nta I no.d n rid io-
aCtive was. to dispos,nI (:IciliLy for the past several 7e71r7,. The pr,r:edures 
ror disposa 1 were estald fdied i n provi ous amendments to thr Air Force Spe-
..71.11 Weapons Center (AFSWC) Broad liyoroducts 1.1cense ll .10-111 0-2; however, 

proF.)os:i 1 n for waste di snoso I which follow wi 11 rei )1 ace Any taxi sti ng 
nrboed,iron. 

Sipco Imo iniI.1a1,ion ur 	i 	I prorTwiiiro.'; on 	 Ulf! 
bibornLory (i11.1:13-:!), four 	 ;!,0:-;:l I pi Is 9 feet deep by 

2 reel-, wide and about. 	Ceol, long hive been uti I 1 zed in 1.1111 and cov Ted 
with A minimum or 4 feet or earth. Two or the (lit.r; 	 been surfaced with 
asphal. L whi I 0 the other • two have only a cornpacl,(.,1 earth cover. 	 four 
pi Ls have been c nelose.? 1 n in Arora fenced by litirbed w 	and :; i gns 
on 	the cone i 	to i nd i 	tha L rad i 071 r:l. i vct 14.1 	Inn t.r, rial :7; I in ve been I purled 
wi thin these boundaries. The WI dilt-2. complex i 	I r 	 approx imately 
70 acres and i encl osed by cha i n1 i liked few; inv., 

Since the I wit i tut') or 01' the waste pi ts and uti I 	ti on of i sotopcs 
al. WLIW-2, rad i one Li ye w; 	1n the form of a ni mil carcasses, animal. 
excreta, contaminated so-  id wastes, etc. trive been placed in the pi 1;:;. 
Mos 01' the eont.r.minated :;olid wastes were placed in steel drum:; prior 

Lo burial. a I though soul° ( 	1.11e:.“: was t.,:s wore buried A  r Lor In vi rip', been sealed 
in only double plastic b;!gs. Anima 1 carcasses have been buried both by 
seal ing i.n steel drums 	d lw burl 	wi thou!, an./ coni.:, i nor. 	nig, 11-1 evel 
wastes and most 	 Los have been d spose I of 1.hrour,1? :wdropri ate 
Ai r Force channel ;3 . 

Ire 30;i1(.! 	 , record:: rev:a 	nr, type: 	111,1 ciii.-1111.1 I, i c, 	of 	vi Ly 
di sposed of im these four 1.)i 1.:.; are sketchy or n 11. 	1.dd e. 	Based on 
this, the n 	 rot:or( 	of a 1 1 1 sol.opo:: 	ved I..y t/1,16t-2 s ince 
early 19 59 have been elleeked and romparod r,iI ii Lhe f.to4; 	r. or i sol.open 

now 011 hand. 	A comparison study W.1,1; :,h:;") wid„r :III the es,.i:;tinr: w;I::Lr!  

disposal records, And where the WN:11.0 di!Tur,-11 rerords did „c0. indicaL(!  

th.1 1.  :In  i  !;oLoPe had 00(11 rl i rioo:u.NI or through other channel 	i I. his been 
weitumed that the i sotope: eventual 1 v w:is di sposed of i n the 	n the 
form of animalea r,easse-,;, .^..r)1wastes, animal excreta 	. Therefore, 

the probabl e maximum netki.v ty of tirl•se four pi ts, 11 I ow i 	decny, s 

soToit; 

Au-198 
13:11A-1110 

ACTIVrTY 
(f-Ilf:Fi01;diZIFS) 

AS OF 11 AIR; (VI maroPE 

Rn -103 .  

PaESFla 
1C,ii0f,r1t1F,S) 

/111 OV 31 ABS (14  

   

1,1r;ri ban 1 

1.Vn 

 

1.1);in 	1 

* Proposed Amendment. No. lit to AF:;i1/1.; Ityprodlid. 	•, I  1,i n  ihn.....11 0...2 

       
           

               
           
         

           
  

           
               

                   
                

              
              

            
         

         

                
            

           
            

                 
            

           

             
   

          
                    

           

                 

              

            

                   
                 

                             

            

   

  
 

      
     

    

  

   
 

   

    
    

       

   



cn_45 	 ;!!") 	 Ru-1(b6 	 ',).W) 
Ge-thl 	 Lon:: Lhan 1 	 :-.4.-8; 	 Lfl:::: than I 
GePr-1114 	 /1261 	 :4.-') 	 Ir!.;!: Lhln I 

C0-57 	 1,05s Lhln 1 	 :;r-91 	 227.; 
Cr-51 	 Less than 1 	 Y-W 	 1,e:i than 1 

Cs-137 	 3243 	 Y-9I 	 6 
Fe-59 	 4'.37. 	 Zn-65 	 137'1  
Hg-203 	 )1 	 7.1-1,:b-95 	 1 0  
T-131 	 Less than 1 	 MCP 	 Les; than 1 
Kr-85 	 ,S6 	 Pu-239 	 Trace (From Animal 

• Cnrrnr;cs from 
— 	 Oncr.1 L i on Rol 1 er- 

coaster) 

2. Location  or Waste Disoanal Pits: 

The present rn- lionctivo wnnt.o di ,['anal nits lre nooroximnrHy 1n0 reef 
lonr: by 6 ro,,t wide hv 	1,-cl. 	 Thr waste nit5 nrr enclo:;ed in a foncnr.1 
area which has been aperorwilLeiv marked with rndinlion wirnIncr. 	 The 
pits will be covered with 1 minimum of )1 1'00. or comp:1171.yd n rt Ii ':over when 
thny have been utilized it Nil and ineluded in the nrei rencinff the old 
waste pits. 

As or the end or 1965, one or thorio di:mo" 	 do:;inntrd bnrial 
pit No. 5, contained appr(ximatelv one-ronrtt or the llowahlo annual 
activity permitted under 10 CFR 20.130 ex71ns; 	or nnv activity in animal 
carcasses due to neutron activation. 

The radioactive war-d.e rlioo:;n1 	nro lo.!nLod nnnroxim.itly 2r)0 yards 
to the southeant or the. WIRB-2 Imildinr. About. one mil ,: up-radient Lo 
the oast is located Marmaro II:1:7;(;. 	Approximately one mile :;outhwer-,L 15 
located the Sandia Corporr..tion reaeLor arca. 	mile I. i the northwe51 is 
located n small radio-reccivine: station. The beinnini,: or Lho oocupiod 
area or the Sandia-KirLiand comotex is about (Hat- miles to the north and 
northwest. 

Tho wijor wALcv :*:npply Lo Lhe:;‘,  rnyiliLios 	ohl.:111wd rrom Hie :Sandi..'' 
Base well located approximately Sour miles Lo the north anJ northw..,:7t. The 
Sandia Corooralion reactor area reeeives their water sunply rrom a well 
located within the rear. Lor area. Manzano base receives their water suooly 
Cram the Sandia Hasp wells but maintains a reserve well located about one_ 
half mile up-gradient to WhRH-2. Thc water table 15 ahout /190 feet below 

the surface. Details rep:ardin,': .the; LoPor.raphy and t7co1otw, hvdrolovy and 
meteoroloti.v or the site area are includer! in Exhibits 111-A-1, 1/1-A-2 and 
14-A-3 to this section. The hydrolovjeal, meteorolor:Ical, Loptrranhical 
and geoloojcal data pertaininti. to WLRH-2 has hcnn extraoLrd rrom previous 
amendments to I lie 111.1t,t; Bro!In 1;1/Products 	 hlrormlLion was 

obtained f'r'om the Sam'il Rase "Master Plan - Analysic or Existinr: Facilities," 
dated I February WO and Trom the teolorical 5ury,7v or Lho 'wen nerrarmed 
by the Deplrit. of Lhr Tnterior -"Goolor:v and Hydrolnco,  with Respect to 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

  
  

  
  

 
 
 

  
 

 
         

 

 
  

  

 
 

 
  

  

   
   

 
     

 

 
  

   
   

    

        

 

             
                      

           
              

              
     

              
          

            
     

           
              
            

             
         

            
  

                      
            

                 

           
                
             

                             
           

        
           

          
           

             
            

  
 

 
 

 



Contnmi na I. i on Hazard 31. Propw;n6 Neac for 	Le, Al lnque roue 	Mc 5E i '!0" 
by B. W. Maxwell, dated April 1957. 

3. 	Classi rIca Lion of Radii-Jar:Live Wastes: 

Radioactive wastes generated at the Air Force Special Weapons Center 
and the Air Force Weapons Laboratory shall be classified an follows: 

Liquid Wastes - 	 Shal 1 include any rrOloactive waste 
in liquid form. 

Solid Wartns - film 1 I mean con LA 1111,(A ,).1 ri wa5te 
!inch 1.1 r.rall..- rIi,rrnt.rwl 	:or--1f1 me F., -1 
:;ornit, i on LI xchanom rPni 	obsol etc 
mechl ni 	min 1 omen L, air fillers, 
1 .1 bora tore 0:1 as nwa re, n.mpLY i soLoPe 
eonLainern, Con1.lmincit,1.6 papor nro- 

orotectivo elothince., and other 
item; routinely di:;oardwi from :1 
Tabora tory facil i l.y. Ger Lai n bi o- 
I op, ea 1 wnsl.es s hal i 	nc-1 'Wed 

  

Bioloni 	Wao Les - 	 Shall include animal carcasses, bio- 
togicat 	 feces and dried 
blood. Biological fluid; such as 	. 
tl rinc, mamma ry cc reI.i g pas sararl who] ' 
b Food :;ha 1 1 br trcA Led n5 1 lqu id was Les. 

Low-level Wastes - 	 Shall consi:q. or w:1: t.+•: which contain 
not: more Limn 25 microourie!; per uniL 
vo1nme of :if:Li vit.,/ 	A 'Jo 1 L volume 
shal I my.; one (1) 1 ; ter for 1 iquid 
wistes mid one (1) cuhir rorA For 
;,Aid orar .  

HI Kh-lvvol Wo:i1.115 - an II l com:i 	or wa a Lo:i which coal 1 n 
morc Wan ".1 	 ncr [alit 
volume or activity. A 'mil. volume 

mnun onn (I) 1itor ror 
:mnd onn (I) olihic rnnt ror 

solid wasLes. 

  

Ench or the throe banic Lyons or rad i °active w:4!;tu! 	 , sssl Id nnd 
biological - may be sub-1a!:51 rim0 rur 	r into 1,7ycl :1 or I ll r-i i rn !incl 

ty. 	*Pw dishonal nrocrxhirpr; ouLlined he I ow ror ea,:h cla!;51ricalion 

or waste mater5:41 shnli anpl v Lo 11•1 unit.r. of ilL'onWe and 	Mirl,hermore, 

tho orgpiniv.ntion goneratior; radionCLiye w;w 	will nrovidr: 1/1 conLAinem 
(plastic bai,.s„ metal drums, bolLles, vtc.) And will acrogplii:h the actual 
burial or transuort oC the.was1.(! undor be!.  aapc,rvi 3 ion or lig'a 1 LI; !Iris i cs. 



,̀1. 	Li( :Ili] Waste::: 

Each laboratory which !;eneraten radioactive liquid wistes will ,vwitain 
the wastes in glanz; or nolyethyLenc bottic.:;, oreferablv the /attar. When 
10.aS5 bottles are used, they will riot be lamer than ono! (1) r!allon in 
sizeland will he positionqd in another container where all the contents of 
the bottle will be retained should the bottle be broken. Liquid waste 
containers will be provided with caps that will not leak or come loose when 
the container in turned on its side.. 

:Bach laboratory will have one liquid wa::Le. container for low-level 
isotopes. A record will be kept. or the netivity olaeed in each container. 

was to container:: will bo romoved rrom servirc whenever they become 
full. or whencvcr the do.se rate from the container exceed!: the storagm limits 
sne;:ifis.! brlow. Whentitver a liquid waste container 	ready rer diloosal 
action, tht- ilen/th 	 Section will b n9Liried and they will arrange 
for disposal. 

Low-level liquid wastes will be hold ror dceay or for to diAposal action 
thr,)ugh tho nani.tacv nclJarngo mv2F.L.-ms in accord:Ince with the limits or acti-
vity proserithm by 10 CFh 2000). Ir thr liquid winter; cannot be disposed 
of in accordance with to r. F1 20001, di nponal /lotion throw)! appropriate 
Air Korce channu:ls will tz Laken. 

High-level activiLiet of both will. receive noocial handling; A.n., 

whenever a iaboratory :rot ii 	eencrating high-1evel 	waAes, Ur.; 
Health Physics Section will be notiried and will arrange for proper dis-
posal action either in ac-cordance with 10 CFR 20.3C11 or through Air Force 
channels. 

LIQUID RADIOCIT1VN WSTES WILL NOT DE otnivIND OF THROWH 	nAHITARY 
SEWLRAGE SYSTEMS WTTOOHT AUTHORITY OF THE HkALTH PHIMIcy; 5ECTION. 

5. Solid Wastes: 

Emidi Laboratory which goncrates radinactiv no/id w:Isten will e.)ntain 
the wauLon in vovered sterl drums or earn: Hovel with two nllntic bni!s or 
5-gallon "icu cream" carton. Each llhor:Itory wit! hnve n Nolid waste 

contniner for low-level isoLOpos. 	nS w I -..1,7 will be dooned or whenever Lhe 
container hflcomes roil or whenever the dor:e rate from the container exceeds 
the storage limits sprglified below. The Hollth Phvsicn Seetion will be 

notified when n cofitainer is ready for dir,00sal. 

All low-level activity will hr dinpo:wd or in the wa3to nits at, the 
Radiobiolorrm Laboratory site by sealin!! ealth olastie haff or "Ice crone 

carton with tnne and labelinr!: the nlaraic bary: or "ion cream"" cartons as 
prescribed below. Steel drums or i!ans may he used rir the is real digpegal 

of the low-level solid wastes. Disnonnl or low-lev,71 nnlid ww;LOS in the 
KRB-2 waste pi t5 will bc made in accordance with 10 (:F1 20.304 in so rar 
asil levols of ai:tivii.v and number or buripH3 por year. Burial will bc it,  
minimum dr•nth of 	r f Dict. Hecaunt! or the I ..yrxt Lronclc uveld ror wn te 



disposal at the WLIW-2 complex, succe i ve burials need not be separated b 
distances o1 six foot. 

high-level activities will receive special handling; 1. e., whenever a 
laboratory anticipates generating high-level solid wastes, the Health 
Physics Soclion will be notifird and will arrange for proper disposal 
action. The disposal or this typo material will be in accordance with 
10 CFR 20.304 or T.O. 00-110N-2: "Radioactive Waste Disposal". 

6. Biological Wastes: 

Small items of biological wasl.: 	such an small animal car!asses (rodent.:  
gu;nea pigs, etc.), small sections of tissue, elm. may be treated as solid 
wastes and disposed of accordingly within [hi, limitations speei fled in Para.; 
graph.  5 above. The problem of biological wastr! disposal for largo animal 
carcasses (sheep, burros, etc.) wi 11 b.' divided into t,t49 grettivn, carcasses 
containing isotopes injected into the animals and carcasses which contain 
radioactive materials dim to activation by ne,i I. rOn r l era tromagnetl,:: or 
particle irradiation. 

Carcasses which cnl.a'n radioisoLow that had been injected into the 
animal shall be limited LI not more than 2.5 millicuries of aotivity per 
animal of either short-l.1 'eel or long-lived isotopes. Burial of these car- 
caMs shall be limited such that not more than 375 millicurien of activity 
is buried in this manner Ln any one year. The hasis for 375 millicuriqs is 
determined from nstnr apvoximately 	animals for these type experiments • 
in any one year. Those Lion burials will he made as required without being 
Limited by 12 burials-per year as sine' fled in 10 CFR 20.304, i.e., the 
number of burials per yea:• shall be unlimil.ed within the yearly activity 
level of 175 millicuries. Burials will he at n minimum depth of four feet 
and because of the typo L.ench used for waste disposal at the WLUIS-2 complex, 
successive burials need not be neparallx1 by dl:danees of nix feet. Animal 
carcanscs contalning isotopes with 	 lcsn than or equal to 1 year 
may be buried directly in:.0 the . waste pits at wLa11-2, while those with 
iSOLOpCS having hair-lives greater than 1 v.ar will he sealed in a steel 
drum prior to burial. 

Large animals, such as sheep, which arc exposed Le the Sandia Pulsed 
Reactor Facility (SPRY), will contain activation products. It has been 
determined hy gamma spectroscopy Mit: tho only signifloant isotope present 
l.n Sheep at. aoproximately'five (5) hour:; post-exposure in the 51211V is 
Sodium-21r (Na-2h).,  This determination wan accomplished with a 5 x 7 inch, 
welt type, sodium iodide, thallium-ac,tivated, scintillation crystal and a 
256-channel anahmer. Analyses of thr data obtained by gamma spectroscopy 
showed that activation at T-0 Is equal to approximately 5.5 pi.cocuri. es  of 
Na-24 per rad of neutron dose. Depending upon the type experiment being 
performed, neutron doses or about 000 raft could be delivered to any one 
sheep. This 1800 rid neutron dose would induce an activity of approximately 
10,000 picoeurics of Na-?11 activity. At. the Present Lime, 10 CFR 20.304 
allows 10,000.microouries of Na-21i par burial. The 10,000 pi,;ocuric of 
Na-?." activity presont in a sheep at. T-0 would rrpresent 0.000i% of the 
allowable Na-?It .bnrial limit. Therefore, 1.ceipme Wa-M has a very short 
half-lire of Mahout* tiny burials of :somal carcasses 	 Na-24 

            
     

         
        

           
               

         

   

              
             
             

            
           

          
                               

   

                          

             
              
                 

                    
          

                 
             

              
                

                
            

              
                          

              
    

            
           

          
               

           
         

                      
            

            
             

            
              

                        
            

              
          



Safety-dealth Physics AVM, Ileallh Physics Program 	dated AFWLR 161-1, 
28 Jan 65. 

Atchs 
Exhibit 14-1-1 
Exhibit 14-A-2 
Exhibit 14-A-3 

''ve;r:t Ryer Vit'd Ott.40#11-1. 0441.1, 
	 • • • fil% • ; 	0$1,4:P7' 	' 

activation prodects will be considered as 1 sanitary burial ir burial occurs 
at 15 hours post-exposure. The Ha-24'activity would be about. 5,000 pico-
curies or 0.0000!4 of the allowable Na-24 activity at T + 15 hours based on 
an original activity of 10,000 picocuries at. T-O. Burials which occur at 
times prior to 15 hours post-exposure will be considered as radioactive 
burials. Such burials will not be limited by 12 burials per year and will 
not be separated by distances of at least, six (6) feet. 

Records of all radioactive burials of animal carcasses will be maintained 
whether they be carcasses containing injected Isotopes or activation products. 

Storage of Radioactive Wastes: 

Radioactive waste material may be maintained under normal storage pro-
vided that the intensity at one (1) foot from the. surface of the container 
does not exceed one (1) milliroentgen per hour (mat/hr) and the container is 
appropriately labeled as specified below. (Ref. T. O. 00-110N-3, para 3a) 

Radioactive waste material containers which exceed 1 ml? hr at one foot 
must be stored in marked :revs, storeroom, or buildings. The area shall. be  
controlled to prevent entry of unaeLhorized personnel. The exterior of the 
area will he posted with the appropriate radiation warning sign tinea the 
dose rate at one foot frou the exterior of such storage area shall not 
exceed 1 mR hr. (Ref. 	O. 00-1 10N-2, para 5a(5) ) 

8. Reference-- 

AFR 160-132, "Control of Radiological Health Hazard , 	October 1958. 

T.O. 00-110N-2, "Radioactive Waste Disposal" 1 September 1960. 

T.O. 00-110N-3, "Requisition, Handling, Stoting and Identification of 
Radioactive and Radioactively Contaminated raterial , 1 October 1962. 

Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 20. 

   
  

   

            
            

                
            

           
                

           

           
               

         
                

             
           

           
             

           
            
              

          

  

           

        

         
       

        

         
   

  
      

 

      

     



TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY  

The Radiobiology Group Laboratory consists of a seventy acre 
fenced area located at a remote site on the Sandia-Kirtland complex. 
The site is on an alluvial apron in the Rio Grande Valley about 3 
miles west of the base of the Manzanita Mountains and about S miles 
east of the Rio Grande River. The site is at an elevation of about 
5,450 feet above mean sea level and slopes downward in a north-
westerly direction from a maximum elevation of about 5,460 feet to 
a minimum elevation of about 5,440 feet. Surface drainage is 
northwestward toward the Coyote Arroyo and thence westward toward 
the Rio Grande; however, there are no perennial streams in the 
area,--1- 

The site is about 130 feet higher than the confluence of the 
Coyote and Tijeras Arroyos, 2.5 miles to the north. 

The site is underlain by formations of the Santa Fe group of 
Quaternary and Tertiary age. The Santa Fe group is in turn under-
lain by formations of Permian, Pennsylvanian, and Precambrian age. 
These older rocks crop out in the mountains to the east. Thin de-
posits of alluvium of Recent age occur in arroyos in the area. 

The alluvium is thin (15 to 20 feet maximum thickness) and 
consists of unconsolidated sand, gravel, and silt. This material 
is largely derived from the granite and metamorphosed rocks of 
Precambrian age which are exposed to the east. Generally, the 
porosity and permeability of this alluvial material are high, which 
allows relatively free movement of water. 

The Santa Fe group comprises material similar to the alluvium 
but much of the material has come into the area from the north and 
there is a slightly greater degree of consolidation of some of the 
beds. The Santa Fe group was deposited by streams and consequently 
there are rapid lateral and vertical changes in character of the 
sediments. Individual beds are generally lenticular but some ex-
tend for considerable distances as channel deposits. These long 
narrow channel deposits are generally oriented in a northeast-
southwest direction. The thickness of the Santa Fe group beneath 
the site is not known but is probably more than 500 feet as in- 

- 	dicated by the well dug for Sandia Base. The porosity and per-
meability of the Santa Fe group as a unit in this general area is 
generally high; however, the permeability of individual beds of 
silt or clay is quite low. 

The pre-Tertiary rocks that underlie the Santa Fe group con-
ist of sandstones, siltstones, limestones, and metamorphosed sedi-
ments lying on top of granite. These rocks are well consolidated 
and less porous and permeable than the rocks of 	Santa Fe group. 
The thickness of these rocks is not known with cciJainty but it 
appears to be at least 22,000 feet. 



The soils of the area are generally alkaline, calcarious 
loams low in organic matter, somewhat compacted, and underlayed 
with soft caliche from 8 to 30 inches deep. The surface 3-inches 
are essentially lime free, becoming increasingly calcarious and 
developing into soft caliche at about 18 inches. The vegetation 
on this semi-desert site is dominantly short grasses interspersed 
with Yucca. 

         
         

            
        

          
         

  

  

  



HYDROLOGY 

The Santa Fe group of sediments, which underlies the site, is 
the aquifer from which the City of Albuquerque, Kirtland Air Force 
Base, Sandia Base, and some farmers in the valley derive their 
water supplies. Most of the recharge to this aquifer in the vicin-
ity of the site is from flood flow in the arroyos and underflow 
from cracks, joints, and weathered zones in the pre-Tertiary rocks 
to the east. Because the pre-Tertiary rocks are dense and relative-
ly impermeable and precipitation is small, it seems probable that 
most, if not essentially all, the water in the aquifer near the 
Radiobiology Group Laboratory is from infiltration of flood flow in 
the' arroyos. 

The water-table elevation at the site is approximately 4,980 
feet which is approximately 490 feet below the surface. From the 
site, the water table slopes generally westward toward the Rio 
Grande, indicating that ground water beneath the site moves from 
east to west toward the Rio Grande. 

The material underlying the site ranges in grain size from 
clay. to gravel. The unsaturated part of this material, above the 
water-table, probably ranges from damp near the water-table to dry 
near the surface.., There may be variation of moisture content from 
bed to bed due to variation in grain sizes. Generally, it may be 
assumed that the maximum moisture content of the material above 
the water-table does not exceed the specific retention...the amount 
of moisture that will be retained against the force of gravity. 
The specific retention is approximated by the moisture equivalent, 
expressed as percentage by volume, which is the moisture content, 
by volume of the soil after being subjected to a centrifugal force 
of 1,000 times gravity for one hour. U.S. Geological Survey Water-
Supply Paper 887 lists moisture equivalents ranging from 1.4 per-
cent for a sandy gravel to 49.5 percent for an argillaceous silt. 

In surveying the alluvial plane for the reactor site located 
approximately 1.5 miles to the southwest of the Radiobiology Group 
Laboratory, the problem of a hypothetical release of 12,000 gallons 
of contaminated liquid was investigated. The reactor site and the 
Radiobiology Group Laboratory are located on the same alluvial 
plane and have the same geological characteristics. It is assumed 
that the results would be the same for any release of large volumes 
of liquid on the Radiobiology Group Laboratory site. 

If a circular area of only 30 feet in diameter were flooded 
and the material were to retain water equal to only 0.8 percent 
of its volume (thus allowing for moisture which might already be 
present), no water would get below 280 feet. Because of the silt 
and clay lenses present in the subsurface, the individual beds 
would retain more moisture, and the water would be spread over a 
larger area as it migrated downward, resulting in less depth of 
penetration. The actual depth of penetration would depend upon 

Exhibit, 114-A-2 

 

           
           

           
           

             
         

           
          

            
          

  

         
           
          

          
       

          
           

          
           

             
          

           
           

         
          

            
          

         
            

          
          

          
          

         
          

             
        

            
            

           
            

          
            

           
         

  



the moisture content of the material below the site. It is diffi-
cult to predict the rate of movement of water through unsaturated 
material; however, if it is assumed that no water is necessary to 
make up for the soil-moisture deficiency, it would take from several 
days to several years (probably the latter) for water to move down-
ward to the water-table. If some water did reach the water-table, 
it would move westward. Even though water reached the water table, 
the high ion-exchange characteristics of the deposits appear to 
preclude the possiblity of contamination of ground water. 

Assuming a slope of the water-table of 10 feet per mile and 
a porosity of the formation of 10 percent, an average velocity of 
the ground water of about 500 feet per year is indicated. 

The nearest used well down gradient from the site is the re-
actor well located approximately 1.5 miles to the southwest. At 
the rate of about 500 feet per year, water in the aquifer would 
require about 16 years to move this distance without allowing for 
a lag in transmission of waste material due to absorption. The ion-
exchange characteristics of the material through which the waste 
would pass have been determined and range from 1.0 to 19.0 milli-
equivalents per 100 grams, or approximately 0.5 to 10 equivalents 
per cubic foot of: material. 

In order to determine the greatest possible hazard of contami-
nation oft  ground water, the most extreme conditions consistent with 
available data were assumed. The velocity of ground water is pro-
portional to the hydraulic gradient and to the permeability of the 
material through which it moves and inversely proportional to the 
porosity of the material through which it moves. Therefore, larger 
values for permeability and hydraulic gradient and a smaller value 
for porosity were assumed than those which are believed to exist 
in the formations. Thus the velocity of about 500 feet per year 
is probably higher than actually exists. If the absorptive char- 
acter of the materials underlying the site were equal to those of 
the least absorptive material tested, all the radioactive cations 
would be absorbed before traveling far and probably before pene-
trating to the water-table. 

           
           

            
           
           
           

           
         

        

            
            

           

           
          

             
           

           
         

           
          

    

         
          

          
           

          
          

          
           

            
         

            
         

         
    



METEOROLOGY 

The average annual rainfall in the Sandia-Kirtland complex 
is about 8.4 inches. The average monthly precipitation is 1/3 
inch during the winter months of November through March to over 
1 inches during the summer months of July through September. A 
considerable portion of this meager winter precipitation falls in 
the form of snow. The monthly average never exceeds 2 inches and 
normally only four days a year have as much as one inch of snow 
occurring. The snow usually doesn't remain more than twenty-four 
hours. 

The months of July through September furnish half of the annual 
moisture with most of the rain falling in the form of brief but at 
times rather heavy thunderstorms. Prolonged rainy spells are 
practically unknown. 

The winter temperatures in the area are generally mild with 
an average minimum of 22.2 degrees F. The average winter tempera-
ture is near 50 degrees F. with only 3 days on which the temperature 
doesn't rise above the freezing mark. Maximum summer temperatures 
average 89.7 degrees F. in July. 

The relative humidity during the summer months is about 30 
percent, while 15 to 25 percent is common during the rest of the 
year. The average amount of sunshine per year is approximately 
80 percent. 

High winds of 42 miles per hour and gusts exceeding 70 miles 
per hour prevail during the months of March and April, causing 
severe dust and sand storms. The average velocity for the year is 
approximately 7.5 miles per hour. 

Exhibit lb-A- 

 

        
          

           
            

         
            

              
           

 

           
              

        
  

           
          

              
         
      

          
             

          
  

            
           

            
     

  


